
ABSTRACT 

NOURIAN, MARZIYEH. Analysis of Finite State Automata and Transducers Processing 
Acceleration on Disparate Hardware Technologies. (Under the direction of Dr. Michela Becchi). 
 

In recent years there has been a significant boost in big-data computing. Many big-data 

applications require, at their core, some form of pattern matching and data transformation. Finite 

State Automata (FSAs) and Finite State Transducers (FSTs) are fundamental computational 

abstractions for such tasks. While there has been a substantial amount of work on accelerating FSA 

processing on various parallel platforms, the advantages and disadvantages of different automata 

processing accelerators and the innovation space in this area are still unclear. In addition, advances 

in data analytics call for rapid data transformation, which can be enabled by the use of hardware 

accelerators.  

We first target the FSA processing acceleration problem and propose a compiler toolchain 

that automates the deployment of non-deterministic finite automata (NFAs) onto different 

platforms. Using this toolchain, we perform an apples-to-apples comparison between GPU- and 

FPGA-based NFA accelerator designs on large-scale datasets. We observe that the performance 

of memory-based methods is limited by the amount of memory required to store the NFA and the 

memory bandwidth required to perform its traversal. We address this issue for fixed-topology 

NFAs and propose a memory-efficient design called SIMD_NFA that embeds the automata 

topology in the traversal code and is suitable for SIMD architectures. We design a compiler that 

automates the deployment of SIMD_NFA on various SIMD platforms, and we showcase it on 

GPUs and on Intel processors equipped with vector units. We observe that the SIMD_NFA design 

is also a good fit for FPGA deployment. Therefore, we investigate the deployment of an OpenCL 

version of SIMD_NFA on FPGA using Intel’s OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchain, and we explore a set 

of optimization techniques to retarget SIMD_NFA to FPGA.  



We then address the lack of research work on the hardware acceleration of FSTs. In 

particular, we study the deployment of DFSTs on a recently proposed hardware accelerator, the 

Unstructured Data Processor (UDP). While the UDP has proven an effective accelerator for 

unstructured data processing algorithms, it currently lacks a high-level programming model. To 

address this issue, we aim to develop a software stack that relies on the DFST computational 

abstraction to program the UDP. In this process, we make the following contributions. First, in 

order to support popular data compression and processing algorithms, we extend the DFST 

abstraction through memory variables and conditional statements. Second, we deploy extended 

DFSTs for popular data compression and processing algorithms on the UDP. Third, we propose 

optimizations aimed to reduce the extended DFST size. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

In the past decades, technological advances have driven the generation of growing amounts 

of data, increasing the computational requirements of many applications. Getting closer to the end 

of Moore's law [1], these increasing demands have pushed the computing community away from 

general-purpose processors towards customized processors, creating more opportunities for 

hardware acceleration [2]. This has resulted in prototyping and exploiting various hardware 

accelerators such as GPUs and ASICs. These accelerators have fundamentally different 

architectures, designs, and programming models.  

Hardware accelerators are often suited for specific categories of algorithms and 

applications. Many big-data applications rely on some form of pattern matching and data 

transformation. In biology, for example, several genomics tasks, such as motif discovery, 

orthology inference, shotgun, and de novo assembly, involve string-matching operations on 

genomics data. Additionally, many genomics applications require the transformation of a large 

amount of DNA and RNA sequences into protein sequences. In turn, advances in DNA sequencing 

technology have led to increasingly large volumes of data available for these applications, resulting 

in a significant increase in their computational requirements. In the networking domain, several 

applications such as network intrusion detection, content-based routing, and application-level 
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filtering require inspecting network packets for potentially large sets of predefined patterns. They 

typically must perform this operation at the rate of packet arrival on the router interface. Many 

data analytic systems perform, at their core, data transformation tasks such as parsing, 

compression/decompression, encoding/decoding, error correction, validation, among others. 

These tasks, which often dominate the processing time of the whole application, are typically 

memory-intensive and present significant control flow divergence and are good candidates for 

hardware acceleration. In this work, we focus on the acceleration of pattern matching and data 

transformation applications. Finite State Automata (FSAs) and Finite State Transducers (FSTs) 

are fundamental computational abstractions at the core of pattern matching and data 

transformation. The core of FSA and FST processing is a state machine traversal guided by the 

content of an input stream. Both these abstractions can be mapped onto hardware accelerators, and 

they enable supporting a broad range of applications.  

Given the number and relevance of applications requiring efficient pattern matching, there 

has been a substantial amount of work on high-speed FSA processing. This work has originated 

from different communities: from the networking to the reconfigurable computing and computer 

architecture to the parallel computing community. These efforts have led to several algorithmic  

[3-11] and architectural solutions targeting different parallel platforms: from CPUs to GPUs  [12-

14] to FPGAs [15-18] to ASICs  [19-21] to Network Processors [22]. 

Despite this abundance of work on high-speed automata processing, there is still a lack of 

clarity as to how existing software and hardware solutions are related to and compare with each 

other. Moreover, while computing breakthroughs have brought impressive processing capabilities, 

given the memory-intensive nature of FSA and FST processing, memory is still a primary source 
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of inefficiency for these computational tasks. Therefore, it has been challenging to accelerate these 

applications on traditional von Neumann architectures like CPUs and GPUs [23]. 

FST is a well-established computational model [24-28]. While efficient FSA processing 

has been broadly explored, there is a lack of research on FST acceleration. The Unstructured Data 

Processor (UDP) [29] is a novel customizable and programmable accelerator that has proven 

effective for many data transformation tasks. Therefore, UDP is a good hardware accelerator 

candidate for FST implementation. UDP, however, currently lacks a high-level programming 

interface. 

This dissertation aims to address issues involved with the acceleration of pattern matching 

and data transformation applications using the FSA and FST computational models, respectively. 

For this purpose, we work at the boundary of hardware and software. We extend an existing 

compiler toolchain developed by our group to enable an apples-to-apples comparison of disparate 

hardware accelerators of FSA processing. We address memory inefficiencies in FSA processing 

by devising a memory-efficient method for a specific type of FSA (i.e., Fixed-topology Non-

deterministic Finite Automata (NFA)), targeting SIMD architectures. We then develop 

optimization techniques to retarget this memory-efficient design to FPGA using the Intel OpenCL 

compiler toolchain. Lastly, we study the effective implementation of FST on the UDP, a novel 

data processing accelerator. 

1.1 Contributions 

The contributions of this dissertation are three-fold. 
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1.1.1 Enabling an apples-to-apples comparison of FSA hardware accelerators 

To provide a practical and fair comparison between disparate hardware architectures for 

FSA processing, we extend an existing compiler toolchain to automatically deploy non-

deterministic finite automata (NFAs) onto different target platforms. Using this toolchain, we 

perform an apples-to-apples comparison between GPU- and FPGA-based NFA accelerator designs 

on large-scale datasets. This effort is outlined below. 

• We extend existing GPU-based automata processing designs to support counters and 

boolean elements, and we extend a compiler toolchain developed by our group to 

automatically deploy extended NFAs onto these two platforms.  

• We propose an NFA partitioning scheme to minimize the amount of state replication 

required to handle large NFAs while preserving functional equivalence with a single 

unpartitioned NFA. 

• For GPU deployment, we explore different state layouts and kernels suited to NFAs with 

varying characteristics. 

• We perform an apples-to-apples comparison between GPU- and FPGA-based NFA 

accelerator designs on large-scale datasets. Our evaluation covers resource utilization, 

throughput and preprocessing costs for real-world NFAs used in networking and 

bioinformatics applications, as well as synthetic datasets covering regular expressions 

datasets with various characteristics. 

1.1.2 Proposing a memory-efficient scheme for FSA processing on SIMD platforms 

We address memory inefficiencies of FSA processing by devising a memory-efficient scheme 

for SIMD architectures. Our scheme, called SIMD_NFA, is based on the observation that many 
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applications require processing several fixed-topology automata that differ only in the symbols 

associated to the transitions. This property enables the design of an alternative, memory-efficient 

solution suitable for SIMD architectures. Due to its memory efficiency and lack of 

synchronization, SIMD_NFA is also a good candidate for FPGA deployment. Therefore, we 

investigate the deployment of an OpenCL version of SIMD_NFA on FPGA using Intel’s OpenCL-

to-FPGA toolchain, and we explore a set of optimization techniques to retarget SIMD_NFA to 

FPGA. In summary: 

• We propose a memory-efficient traversal engine for fixed-topology NFAs and SIMD 

platforms. Our design, called SIMD_NFA, embeds the NFA topology within the parallel 

kernel and includes a number of SIMD-friendly optimizations. 

• We design and implement a compiler framework that, given a set of NFAs and a hardware 

configuration, maps the NFAs and the input streams on the target architecture, generating the 

required code and memory layout. Our compiler performs a set of platform-agnostic and 

platform-specific optimizations. 

• We showcase SIMD_NFA on GPUs and Intel platforms using publicly available datasets [30]. 

As a baseline for evaluation, we use a well-known GPU implementation [13], and we port 

this design to Intel platforms. In terms of throughput, on GPU devices SIMD_NFA 

outperforms the reference implementation on most datasets by up to a 5.4x factor. On Intel 

platforms SIMD_NFA surpasses the baseline implementation by a 1.9x to 47x factor across 

all datasets. In addition, on GPU, SIMD_NFA consumes on average 33% less power than the 

baseline implementation. On Intel devices, SIMD_NFA is more power-hungry but also more 

energy-efficient than the baseline. 

• We study the deployment of SIMD_NFA on FPGA. 
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• We propose a set of optimization techniques to improve the resource utilization and the 

throughput of SIMD_NFA on OpenCL-enabled FPGA devices. These include structural code 

changes, alternative memory layouts, adjustments to the degree of parallelism of the code, 

and best-practice optimizations. The SIMD_NFA code is automatically generated by a 

compiler toolchain given an input NFA topology, and the proposed optimizations are easily 

incorporated into the code generator. 

• We study the applicability of some of our proposed optimizations to generic applications 

beyond SIMD_NFA. 

• We perform an extensive experimental evaluation using various NFA topologies from an 

open-source benchmark suite [30]. From the resource utilization perspective, our evaluation 

shows that our optimizations not only allow the code to fit the reference FPGA but also enable 

us to deploy up to 3 execution pipelines on it. From the performance perspective, our 

optimizations lead to speedups up to 4x over the first optimized code-variant that fits the NFA 

design on the considered FPGA. 

1.1.3 Addressing the programmability of UDP through FST  

We address the lack of research work on the hardware acceleration of the FST abstraction 

and the lack of a high-level programming model by UDP. In particular, we aim to develop a 

software stack that relies on the FST computational abstraction to program the UDP. In this 

process, we make the following contributions. First, to support popular data compression and 

processing algorithms, we extend the Deterministic Finite State Transducer (DFST) abstraction 

through memory variables and conditional statements. Second, we deploy DFSTs for popular data 

compression and processing algorithms on the UDP. Third, we propose optimizations aimed to 

reduce the extended DFST size. 
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We summarize our contributions as follows. 

• We investigate the use of the DFST abstraction to describe data encoding and compression 

algorithms used in popular data analytics systems. To this end, we extend DFST with memory 

and conditional branches that expand the class of expressible applications by DFST. 

• We adapt the DFST reduction techniques to decrease the size of extended DFST to minimize 

the UDP code size. 

• By deploying our target encoding and compression algorithms on UDP, we show up to 3.7X 

speedups compared to the CPU counterpart implementations. Moreover, implementing some 

of our discussed optimizations leads to 256X to 25186X reduced memory requirements for 

UDP code while we do not observe throughput improvement for most of the experiments. 

1.2 Organization 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide 

background information on FSAs and FSTs and on existing hardware architectures to accelerate 

these computational abstractions. Chapters 3, and 4 and 5 cover the acceleration of FSA and FST 

processing. Specifically, in Chapter 3 we discuss our compiler toolchain for NFA and our apples-

to-apples comparison of NFA accelerators. Chapter 4 presents a description and analysis of our 

memory-efficient FSA processing techniques targeting SIMD platforms and FPGA. Chapter 5 

covers our FST study and deployment on the UDP. Lastly, Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes 

this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background 

2.1 Finite State Automata Processing 

Regular expression matching has traditionally been implemented by representing the 

pattern-set through Finite State Automata (FSA) [31]. FSA is a state machine traversed to compare 

a set of patterns against the input stream and identify the sub-string matches within the input 

stream. Theoretically, FSA can be represented as (Σ, Q, I, F, 𝛿) where: 

• Σ is the input alphabet, 

• Q is a finite set of states, 

• I ∈ Q is the initial state, 

• F ⊆ Q is the final states, 

• 𝛿:	𝑄	 ×	(	Σ ∪ 	𝜀) → 	𝑄 is the transition function. 

2.1.1 FSA traversal 

The matching operation is equivalent to an FSA traversal guided by the content of the input 

stream. The activation of an accepting state during traversal indicates a match. Worst-case 

performance guarantees can be offered by bounding the amount of processing performed per input 

character. However, techniques to keep per-character processing low involve increasing the size 
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of the finite automaton, the basic data structure in the pattern matching engine. As the size of 

pattern sets and the expressiveness of individual patterns increase, limiting the size of the 

automaton to fit on reasonably provisioned hardware platforms becomes challenging. Thus, the 

exploration space is characterized by a trade-off between the size of the automaton and the worst-

case bound on the amount of per-character processing.  

2.1.2 NFA versus DFA 

FSA is represented in deterministic (DFA) and non-deterministic (NFA) forms. NFAs have 

a limited size but can require expensive per-character processing, whereas DFAs offer limited per-

character processing at the cost of a possibly large automaton. Figure 1 shows the NFA and DFA 

accepting three simple patterns (a+bc, bcd+, and cde). In the figure, states active after processing 

text aabc are colored grey.  

In the NFA, the number of states and transitions is limited by the number of symbols in the 

pattern set. In the DFA, every state presents one transition for each character in the alphabet (∑). 

Each DFA state corresponds to a group of NFA states that can be simultaneously active; therefore, 

the number of states in a DFA equivalent to an N-state NFA can potentially be 2N. In practice, 

previous work  [4, 6, 32] has shown that this so-called “state explosion” happens only in the 

presence of complex patterns (typically those containing repetitions of large character sets). Since 

each DFA state corresponds to a group of simultaneously active NFA states, DFAs ensure minimal 

per-character processing (only one state transition is taken for each input character). In this work, 

we focus on accelerating NFAs. NFA-based pattern matching exhibits three degrees of parallelism. 

First, the pattern matching operation can be performed on multiple input streams concurrently 

(stream-level parallelism). Second, in the presence of multiple NFAs, those NFAs can be 
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processed in parallel (NFA-level parallelism). Finally, NFAs allow the concurrent activation of 

multiple states. Thus, states active at the same time can be processed in parallel (state-level 

parallelism).  

2.1.3 Target Hardware Accelerators 

From an implementation perspective, FSA processing engines can be classified into 

memory-based  [12-14] and logic-based  [15-18] designs. Memory-based implementations can be 

deployed on various platforms (GPUs, network processors, ASICs, FPGAs); logic-based 

implementations typically target FPGAs. Within the former, the FSA states and transitions are 

stored in memory; within the latter, they are stored in combinational and sequential logic. In a 

memory-based implementation, design goals are the minimization of the memory size needed to 

store the automaton and of the memory bandwidth required to operate it. Similarly, in a logic-

based implementation, the design aims at minimizing the logic utilization while allowing fast 

operation (that is, a high clock frequency). Despite the complexity of their design, memory-centric 

solutions have three advantages: fast reconfigurability, low power consumption, and scalability in 

the number of input streams. On the other hand, logic-centric solutions allow for easily achieving 

 

Figure 1:  (a) NFA and (b) DFA accepting regular expressions a+bc, bcd+ and 
cde.Accepting states are bold. States active after processing text aabc are colored 

grey. 
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peak worst-case performance on a single input stream, at the expense of lack of scalability in the 

number of concurrent inputs. 

2.2 Finite State Transducer Processing 

The Finite State Transducer (FST) is a computational abstraction at the core of data 

transformation. FST models the transformation from one structured representation to another. FST 

has a strong theoretical background [24-28] and has been exploited in parsers [33], languages [25], 

and protocol processing systems [34]. FST is a state machine traversed based on the content of an 

input stream and generates an output stream. FST is a general form of FSA that not only accepts 

the matching input strings but also transforms them into output strings. In other words, FST defines 

a relation between the input and output strings. Figure 2 presents a simple FST that transforms 

“green” to “white”. Each transition is labeled by a <Symbol1:Symbol2> pair. Symbol1 indicates 

the input symbol that triggers the transition, and Symbol2 shows the output symbol of the 

transition. In this FST, each transition is in charge of checking the input symbol and, in case of a 

match, reporting the output symbol. FST is defined in a Non-deterministic (NFST) or 

Deterministic (DFST) form. The former produces more than one output for a single input string, 

while the latter has a single output per each input string. 

 In theory FST can be represented as (Σ, Γ, Q, I, F, 𝛿) where: 

• Σ, Γ are input and output alphabets, 

• Q is a finite set of states, 

• I ∈ Q is the initial state, 

• F ⊆ Q is the final states, 

• 𝛿 ⊆ 	𝑄	 ×	(	Σ ∪ 	𝜀) ×	(	Γ	 ∪ 	𝜀) × 𝑄 is the transition function. 
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2.2.1 Applications 

A broad range of applications require at their core some form of data transformation. These 

applications are usually data-intensive and have real-time constraints. For example, many 

genomics applications require transformation of a large amount of DNA and RNA sequences into 

protein sequences. Big data analytic systems such as Spark [35, 36], and Vertica [37] perform data 

transformation operations such as data compression, decompression, serialization, deserialization, 

and error correction. The performances of these data analytics systems are bottlenecked by the 

data transformation tasks. The data transformation can be accelerated using FST computational 

model.  

High-level production rules (i.e., rewriting rules) provide a programming interface 

describing textual data transformation tasks to be mapped onto FST. As an example, JSON is a 

well stablished format that implements textual transformation. In [38], the authors explore 

representing ordered sets of context-sensitive production rules through FST. In [39], the authors 

adapt FST to model a context-free regular grammar with embedded action semantics for side 

effects.  

 
Figure 2:  The FST that transforms “green” into “white”.
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2.2.2 Target Hardware Accelerators 

From the hardware implementation perspective, data transformation has been implemented 

for specific applications on different platforms such as CPU, FPGA, and GPU [40-43]. The 

Unstructured Data Processor (UDP)  [29] is a programmable accelerator designed for general data 

transformation tasks, which achieves 20x geomean performance improvement and 1,900x 

geomean performance/watt improvement for a range of Export-Transform-Load workloads over 

an x86 CPU core. FST can be used to implement data transformation tasks on various hardware 

platforms. However, there has been limited work on the mapping of FST onto hardware 

accelerators [44, 45].
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CHAPTER 3 

Apple-to-apple comparison between hardware accelerators 

for FSA processing 

3.1 Overview 

Despite this abundance of work on high-speed FSA processing, there is still lack of clarity 

as to how existing software and hardware solutions are related to and compare with each other. 

There are several reasons for this. First, existing solutions are based on different FSA models: 

either non-deterministic or deterministic finite automata (NFAs and DFAs, respectively). While 

functionally equivalent, NFAs and DFAs have practical differences – in terms of resource 

requirements and traversal behavior – that are strongly dependent on the characteristics of the 

underlying pattern set. While there has been a substantial body of work proposing FSA designs 

that trade off the advantages and disadvantages of NFAs and DFAs  [3-9, 46, 47] no FSA model 

is preferable on all datasets. This makes it hard to provide a fair comparison between FSA 

processors relying on different FSA models. Second, some FSA processing architectures are 

designed to optimize the peak performance of a single input stream, while others offer better 

support for stream-level concurrency. Third, applications relying on FSA must operate in two 

steps: in the preprocessing step, the required automaton must be generated, optimized, compiled, 
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and loaded onto the target accelerator (through memory configuration and/or place&route 

operations); in the traversal step, the application performs pattern matching by traversing the 

automaton guided by the content of the input text. Most of the existing FSA processing engines 

have been designed to optimize FSA traversal, often at the cost of a significant preprocessing cost. 

While the preprocessing time is unimportant for some categories of applications (for example, 

network intrusion detection systems can operate for days or weeks between reconfigurations of 

their pattern sets), its effect on performance can be significant for other applications with more 

dynamic pattern sets or traversal times in the order of a few seconds. To target these problems and 

provide an apples-to-apples comparison, we select FSA accelerator designs that rely on the same 

FSA model: NFAs. Since NFAs do not suffer from state explosion, their use allows us to perform 

an evaluation on large-scale datasets without posing any restrictions on the kind of patterns 

supported. Specifically, we compare GPU- and FPGA-based NFA engines that are based on two 

completely different hardware designs, namely memory-based and logic-based design, 

respectively. We extend an existing NFA processing compiler toolchain to enable a fair 

comparison between the large-scale implementations on different hardware platform. This 

toolchain is not only useful for our study on comparing FPGA- and GPU- based NFA processing 

engines, but also it has been used to compare the performance of a custom automata processing 

platform, called Automata Processor (AP). To ensure functional equivalence and the same degree 

of programmability across the different hardware platforms we adopt a same programming 

interface for all platforms: namely, Micron’s Automata Network Markup Language (ANML). 

Since AP extends NFAs’ functionality with counters and boolean elements, we use an extended 

FPGA-based design with these features, and we extend a GPU-based design to support these 

features. Different platforms offer different FSA density – to take this into account, we perform an 
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analysis on non-trivial dataset sizes, which require partitioning large NFAs across multiple 

devices. Besides considering peak performance on a single input stream, we evaluate the 

scalability of the considered FSA processor designs to multiple concurrent inputs. Finally, we 

evaluate the costs of the different preprocessing steps required by the considered architectures, and 

we study how the size of the automaton and the density of its transitions affect some of the 

preprocessing stages (e.g., place&route on FPGA). 

3.2 Background 

3.2.1 GPU-Based NFA Traversal Implementation 

iNFAnt  [13] is a commonly used memory-centric NFA traversal engine for GPU. iNFAnt 

stores state transitions in device memory in the form of a source and a destination arrays sorted 

and indexed based on the input symbols. This layout maximizes the coalesced memory accesses 

when accessing the state transitions information. In addition, iNFAnt stores the state activation 

information in two bitmap arrays located in shared memory. These bitmaps record the states active 

before and after processing each input symbol. For each input character, iNFAnt retrieves from 

 
Figure 3:  One-hot encoding representation 

NFA accepting regular expression ab+[cd]e and corresponding one-hot encoding representation 
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memory all the transitions on that symbol, and, if their source state is active, the engine updates 

the active state vector with the destination state information. For efficiency, iNFAnt uses an 

additional bitmap array to mask the persistent states (i.e., the states that, once activated, will remain 

active for the whole traversal). iNFAnt exploits two forms of parallelism. At the coarse grain, it 

assigns each input stream to a different thread-block (stream-level parallelism). At the fine grain, 

threads process the state transitions and update the state vectors concurrently.  

3.2.2 FPGA-Based NFA Traversal Implementation 

On FPGA, NFA processing can be realized in two ways: either by implementing a traversal 

engine that accesses the NFA stored in memory, or by directly encoding the NFA in logic. Most 

logic-based NFA implementations are based on the one-hot encoding scheme  [15], in which states 

are represented as flip-flops while transitions are implemented by and-ing and or-ing the outputs 

of the flip-flops with the decoded input character. For example, Figure 3 shows the one-hot 

encoding representation of the NFA accepting regular expression ab+[cd]e. The main advantage 

of this scheme is that it limits the traversal time to one clock cycle per input character independent 

 
Figure 4:  State encoding used in our FPGA design(a) basic one-hot encoding, (b) 

single-input optimization, (c) output-reduction 
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of the number of states that are active (this property is shared by AP). On the other hand, this 

implementation suffers from two limitations: first, updating the NFA requires reprogramming the 

device; second, multiple input stream support requires logic replication. The pros and cons of a 

memory-based FPGA design are comparable to those of a GPU solution: easy support for multiple 

input streams at the cost of irregular and unpredictable memory access patterns, leading to dataset 

dependent performance. We use the logic-based FPGA implementation described in [16] to 

compare against other NFA processing architectures. This implementation is based on the one-hot 

encoding scheme and includes two platform-specific optimizations. The single-input optimization 

(Figure 4(b)) applies to states with a single incoming transition and eliminates unnecessary logic 

gates feeding the input to the corresponding flip-flops. The output-reduction optimization (Figure 

4 (c)) applies to states with outgoing transitions on large sets of symbols and reduces both the 

amount of logic gates and of inter-flip-flop connections required to encode the NFA. We use an 

extended version of this design that supports counters and boolean elements. It is important to note 

that this FPGA design does not use block memory.  

3.2.3 AP NFA Traversal Implementation 

Automata Processor [48] is a DRAM-based, reconfigurable accelerator that simulates NFA 

traversal at high speed. The AP includes three kinds of programmable elements stored in SDRAM: 

State Transition Elements (STE), Counter Elements (CE) and Boolean Elements (BE), which 

implement states/transitions, counters and logical operators between states, respectively. Each 

STE includes a 256-bit mask (one bit per ASCII symbol), and symbols triggering state transitions 

are associated to states (and encoded into STEs) rather than to transitions. Transitions between 

states are then implemented through a routing matrix consisting of programmable switches, 

buffers, routing lines, and cross-point connections. The routing capacity is limited by tradeoffs 
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between clock rate, propagation delays and power consumption, and these constraints influence 

place&route of FSA onto the AP hardware. AP automata can be described in ANML (an XML-

based language). 

3.3 Compiler toolchain for ta fair comparison 

Figure 5 shows the toolchain designed to deploy ANML specifications on different 

platforms. In this study we focus on GPU and FPGA platforms. In the figure, grey boxes represent 

the software components of the system. The last module leading to FPGA is Xilinx software 

development kit used for the final synthesis/compilation, map, and place&route on the FPGA. 

The input to the toolchain is an ANML file that contains one or more FSA networks (each 

including one or more NFAs). We don’t impose any constraints on these networks: in other words, 

they don’t need to be designed to fit a particular device or optimized for it. Once parsed, these 

networks are stored in our toolchain using an internal representation for later processing and 

 
Figure 5:  Compiler toolchain 
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optimization. We distinguish two categories of optimizations: automata-specific and platform-

specific. Since the GPU and FPGA are used as NFA traversal accelerators, optimizations to the 

automaton apply to all platforms. The authors of  [16] have described several NFA optimizations 

(state reduction, alphabet compression and software striding) and put them to practice on FPGA; 

these optimizations apply to other platforms such as GPUs as well. Automata-specific 

optimizations can be selectively enabled and disabled. Platform-specific optimizations are related 

to the way the NFA is encoded for the particular target device; these optimizations include compact 

and efficient memory encodings, logic reduction and striding mechanisms that are specific to a 

particular hardware platform. The partitioning step, that takes a potentially large network and 

breaks it into multiple NFA partitions so that each of them can fit the target hardware, is performed 

after the automata-specific optimization step. This allows partitioning to be done on an already 

optimized NFA. Our partitioning algorithm is platform-independent, but its configuration depends 

on the target platform. The code and configuration generation step produces the files required for 

the final deployment of the FSA network on the hardware. For GPUs, all is needed is a 

configuration file that includes the information necessary to load the NFA partitions into memory, 

and a header file with the definition of the boolean connectors in the ANML specification. FPGAs 

are configured through a Verilog file describing the NFA network and its interface.  

3.4 GPU Reference Implementation Extension 

We extended iNFAnt with the following functionalities: 

Support for multiple NFA partitions – We map each NFA partition to a thread-block, 

allowing multiple blocks to process the same input stream on different partitions. The transition 

lists corresponding to different partitions are laid out sequentially, and an indexing array maps 

each partition to the proper set of thread-blocks, each operating on a different input stream. 
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Traversal kernels based on compressed sparse row (CSR) layout – We consider an 

alternative memory layout where transitions represented as (input symbol, destination) pairs are 

indexed by the source state. For each input symbol, this layout allows processing only the 

transitions that originate from active states. We store the identifiers of the active states in a queue 

in global memory. We consider two variants of this kernel: CSR-state and CSR-tx, the former 

mapping active states to threads, and the latter mapping outgoing transitions from active states to 

threads. 

Support for counters and boolean elements – We associate a special state to each counter 

and boolean element, and store these special states at the end of the state vector. The activation of 

special states triggers code implementing the operation of the particular counter or boolean 

element. Boolean operators are also associated combinational code that is stored in an 

automatically generated header file. 

3.5 NFA partitioning 

3.5.1 NFA partitioning criteria 

An NFA must be partitioned if it exceeds the resources available on a particular device. 

Here, we indicate the platform-specific partitioning criteria we use. 

GPU: GPU partitioning is required if the shared or global memory capacity is exceeded, 

or if the state identifier space is exhausted. For this study, we use 16-bit state identifiers, leading 

to a maximum of 65536 states per NFA partition. This constraint is more restrictive than those on 

the global and shared memory capacity (and, due to thread-block concurrency, is not a limiting 

factor on performance). 
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FPGA: The logic design used stores states in flip-flops and transitions in LUTs. We 

experimentally found flip-flops to be the bottleneck resource. Thus, we perform NFA partitioning 

when the number of NFA states exceeds that of available flip-flops. 

3.5.2 NFA partitioning algorithm  

In this section, we describe our NFA partitioning algorithm. For the sake of simplicity, we 

discuss the algorithm on traditional NFAs: its extension to counters and boolean elements is 

straightforward. In order to preserve functional equivalence, NFA partitioning requires state 

replication. For example, let us assume to break the NFA of Figure 6(a) into two partitions to be 

deployed and operated on two devices: one partition containing states from 0 to 16, and the other 

 
Figure 6:  Example of application of our NFA partitioning algorithm(Nmax =8) 
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containing states from 17 to 24. To maintain functional equivalence with the original NFA, the 

entry state 0, which is shared by the patterns matched in both partitions, must be replicated into 

the second partition. In general, very large NFAs may require replication of sets of states shared 

by several patterns.  

The goal of our partitioning algorithm is to split the NFA into a small number of balanced 

partitions, while minimizing the required state replications. In particular, given a threshold Nmax 

on the number of states that can be accommodated on a particular device or hardware component, 

the algorithm must split the NFA into as few partitions as possible, each with size not exceeding 

Nmax. Balanced partitions allow load balancing within (for GPUs and Micron’s AP) and across (for 

FPGAs) devices, which ultimately has a positive effect on throughput. It is worth noting that 

existing partitioning schemes for generic graphs  [49] aim to minimize the size of the cut (number 

of inter-partition transitions), but, when applied to NFAs, they do not necessarily minimize the 

number of state replications required to preserve functional equivalence with the unpartitioned 

NFA. Thus, the need for a partitioning scheme tailored to NFAs. 

We propose an algorithm that colors the NFA so that each color represents a partition, and 

states assigned multiple colors are shared across partitions and must be replicated in each of these 

partitions. In order to meet the requirements above, the algorithm must limit the number of colors 

and of states with multiple colors, while allowing each color to appear in up to Nmax states. In the 

following, we call “color size” the number of states assigned a particular color. 

Our algorithm operates in two phases: initial coloring and color consolidation. In the initial 

coloring phase, the NFA is traversed from the entry state and recursively colored until the size of 

each color doesn’t exceed Nmax. The color consolidation phase consolidates multiple colors into 

one while keeping their size below the given threshold. 
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We note that sets of states connected by cyclic transitions (e.g., states 2 and 3 in Figure 

6(a)) cannot be separated into multiple partitions. We recall that, for partitions to be independent, 

inter-partition activations (that is, cross-partition transitions) must be avoided. As a consequence, 

a state belonging to multiple partitions must be replicated along with all the states connected to it 

in a cyclic fashion. Thus, we group states that are cyclically interconnected into “super-states”, 

and we handle all the states in a super-state together. For example, states 2 and 3 of Figure 6(a) 

form super-state {2, 3} and are handled as a single state. In order to operate, the algorithm requires 

super-states to include fewer than Nmax states. If this is not the case, the NFA cannot be split into 

independent partitions. In the presence of dependent partitions, multiple NFA traversals are 

required to handle inter-partition activations. Fortunately, NFAs originated from regular 

expressions datasets tend to have only few super-states of small size. This is because backward-

directed transitions in NFAs originate from sub-pattern repetitions within regular expressions (for 

example, sub-pattern (dc)* in Figure 6(a), where string dc can be repeated zero or more times). 

Sub-pattern repetitions are rare in real-world datasets, and are rarely shared by a large number of 

patterns. 

We now detail the operation of the two phases of the algorithm, and illustrate them in 

Figure 6. In the example, we assume that the threshold Nmax is equal to 8. 

Initial coloring – The initial coloring procedure starts by assigning distinct colors to the 

states connected to the entry state (or to the super-state to which it belongs). This is illustrated in 

Figure 6(b), where the children of the entry state 0 are colored brown, green, yellow, pink, white, 

blue and orange. The colors are propagated to all the connected states following the transitions. 

The entry state is then assigned all the colors of its children. As can be seen, this leads to some 

states (states 11-12, 14-16, 19-21, besides state 0) be assigned multiple colors. This operation must 
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be repeated recursively on all generated NFA partitions until their size does not exceed the 

threshold Nmax. As can be seen, after the first coloring step the brown color has size 12 (states 0-9 

and 11-12). Therefore, the coloring procedure is repeated starting from state 1. This causes color 

brown to be split into colors red and violet, which are again propagated down to the terminal states 

of the NFA (Figure 6(c)). Since color violet has size 10 (including state 0), the algorithm invokes 

one additional recursive step on super-state {2, 3}, causing color violet to be split into colors cyan 

and grey (Figure 6(d)). Since the largest color (grey) has now size 8 (equal to Nmax), the initial 

coloring phase is terminated. 

Color consolidation – While respecting the constraint on the maximum partition size, the 

partitioning generated by the initial coloring step has two limitations: it includes small and 

unbalanced partitions, and it leads to significant state replication. In the example, states 2, 3, 11, 

14-16, 19-21 must be replicated once, states 1 and 12 must be replicated twice, and state 0 must 

be replicated 8 times. The coloring consolidation phase aims to combine different colors into one 

so as to increase the partition size, decrease the number of partitions and the number of state 

replications required, and achieve more balanced partitions. This phase is broken down into two 

steps: replication reduction and final consolidation. The first step aims to reduce the number of 

state replications required by merging colors. To determine which colors to consolidate, we sort 

pairs of colors in descending order according to the number of state replications that their 

consolidation would save (excluding the obvious common replication of the entry state). In the 

example, cyan/grey, yellow/pink and white/blue would save 3 state replications, green/red would 

save 2, and red/yellow, green/yellow, red/cyan and red/grey would save only 1. We then consider 

all pair-wise consolidation opportunities in order, and merge the two colors only if their merging 

doesn’t violate the partition size constraint. In the example, we consolidate yellow+pink into 
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yellow, white+blue into white, and green+red into green. Figure 6(e) shows the result of the 

replication reduction step. In the final consolidation step, we look for opportunities to consolidate 

colors according to their size. To this end, we first sort the colors in descending order by size, and 

then traverse the list and consolidate each color with the next color in the list that doesn’t lead to 

violating the partition size constraint (if such color exists). In the example, colors orange and green 

are consolidated into orange. Figure 6(f) shows the final coloring, which leads to 5 partitions: two 

of size 8 (grey and orange) and three of size 6 (cyan, yellow and white). 

3.6 Experimental Evaluation 

3.6.1 Hardware platform 

We conducted almost all our experiments on a machine equipped with a dual 6-core Intel 

Xeon CPU @ 2.66GHz and 64GB of memory, running CentOS 6.4. For our GPU experiments we 

used an Nvidia Titan X GPU (Maxwell architecture), equipped with 12GB of global memory and 

24 streaming multiprocessors (SMs), each including 128 cores and 96KB of shared memory. We 

used CUDA 7.0. For our FPGA experiments we used a Xilinx XC6VLX130T device (Virtex-6 

family), which includes 20,000 slices (for a total of 160,000 flip-flops and 80,000 LUTs). We used 

the Xilinx ISE Design suite v13.2 to perform synthesis, mapping and place&route of our HDL 

designs. This FPGA device was chosen because it is in the same price range (~$1,200) as our GPU. 

3.6.2 Datasets 

We selected datasets allowing to compare the target platforms on different application 

domains and on NFAs with varying characteristics in terms of number of states and transitions, 

alphabet size, connectivity and depth. To this end, we used three types on datasets: small NIDS, 

bioinformatics, and synthetic. Recently proposed benchmark suites for FSA processing  [30] are 
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not meant for large scale analysis (they include NFAs with up to about 100k states). Table 1 

(columns 3-4) summarizes the characteristics of the NFAs for the considered datasets. 

Small NIDS (Snort538 and l7-filter) are small network intrusion detection datasets that 

include 538 and 116 regular expressions, respectively (see  [13] for more details).  

Bioinformatics datasets (ngene_kk) consist of a set of Hamming distance FSA used to 

address a motif-finding problem  [50]. The problem requires identifying all the substrings of length 

k that appear on multiple genes within Hamming distance d, and can be found in a region of the 

gene of length l. Due to space limitation, here we show only the results for n genes from a yeast 

genome of about 5000 genes, with n={10, 100}, k={8, 12, 16, 20}, l=500, d=2 and a 4-symbol 

alphabet (A, C, G, T). A Hamming distance NFA has (k+1)(d+1)-d(d+1)/2 states, and each gene 

region of length l leads to (l-k+1) of these NFAs. The NFAs in Table 1 (used on both platforms) 

have been state-reduced.  

Table 1: Dataset characteristics and traversal information 
(ranges correspond to traces with pforw=0.5 and pforw=0.9) 

Type Name 
NFA Characteristics # Partitions Traversal Information 

# states #  
trans. GPU FPG

A 
Avg.  

active set 
Max.  

active set 
# 

Matches 
Inputs w/ 

matches % 
Small 
NIDS 

l7-filter 2794 124k 1 1 3.0-4.8 5-9 4-10 0-0 
snort534 9514 79k 1 1 1.7-22.8 10-37 9-533 0.01-0.2 

B
io

in
fo

rm
at

ic
s 

10gene_8k 33k 100k 1 1 371.2 617 12286 99.9 
10gene_12k 86k 258k 2 1 378.8 713 7443 14.2 
10gene_16k 138k 415k 3 2 378.0 713 493 0.1 
10gene_20k 190k 570k 4 2 377.4 713 0 0.0 
100gene_8k 137k 413k 3 2 670.8 826 81476 100 

100gene_12k 621k 1863k 14 9 742.3 1382 71140 68.6 
100gene_16k 1124k 3372k 28 16 741.6 1387 4997 1.04 
100gene_20k 1619k 4858k 42 22 740.1 1386 25 0.01 

Sy
nt

h.
 deep-64char 800k 1801k 14 8 2.1-2.5 7-7 0-0 0-0 

deep-256char 800k 4855k 13 8 6.3-6.7 11-11 0-0 0-0 
shallow-64char 800k 1801k 15 7 3.1-3.5 7-8 2-1904 0-2.9 

shallow-256char 800k 4855k 13 8 6.1-6.7 12-14 1-2106 0-3.21 
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Synthetic FSA exhibit the structure of NFAs accepting sets of regular expressions with 

shared prefixes: large state outdegrees in the proximity of the entry state, and low state outdegrees 

as we move deeper in the NFA. Our synthetic NFAs have configurable number of states, alphabet 

size, entry state outdegree, outdegree decrease factor g (the outdegree decreases as gdepth), and 

frequency of wildcards, character sets and their repetitions. We set these parameters so as to 

generate 800k-state NFAs with two alphabet sizes (64 and 256), and two structures (deep and 

shallow, about 180- and 16-level deep, respectively). 

Whenever required, we partition these NFAs with the algorithm described in NFA 

partitioning Section. We recall that the partitioning threshold is platform-specific. This leads to the 

number of partitions shown in Table 1 (columns 5-6). In order to simulate the NFA traversal, we 

use two kinds of input streams. For bioinformatics datasets, we generate traces of length 500,000 

(for 1,000 genes) by randomly selecting symbols from the {A, C, G, T} alphabet. For NIDS and 

synthetic datasets, we generate 256k character traces through our trace generator [51], setting the 

Table 2: Resource utilization 
for GPU (ranges correspond to different numbers of streams) and FPGA (ranges 

correspond to the minimum and maximum values across partitions) 

Type Name 

GPU FPGA 
# 

devices 
GPU Memory Utilization # 

devices 
FPGA % utilization 

shared 
(KB) 

global (MB) FF LUT Slice iNFAnt CSR 
Small 
NIDS 

l7-filter 1 0.6 0.4 0.5-0.6 1 1 1 11 
snort534 1 2.3 0.3 0.4-0.4 1 5 5 16 

B
io

in
fo

rm
at

ic
s 

10gene_8k 1 8.1 0.4 7.6-47.5 1 20 33 86 
10gene_12k 1 13.2 1 13.1-78.1 1 53 52 99 
10gene_16k 1 12.3 1.6 13.3-74 2 31-54 50-52 97-99 
10gene_20k 1 14.8 2.2 16.6-90.3 2 59-59 56-57 92-99 
100gene_8k 1 14.9 1.6 15.4-87.8 2 18-67 32-77 75-99 

100gene_12k 1 14.8 7.1 27-99.8 9 38-66 62-67 96-99 
100gene_16k 1 15.8 15.5 42.2-

121.3 
16 38-63 61-61 97-99 

100gene_20k 1 15.7 22.5 55-133.4 22 31-49 49-74 98-98 

Sy
nt

. 

deep-64char 1 15.5 6.9 13.7-17.3 8 32-69 22-61 99-99 
deep-256char 1 15.8 18.5 25.1-27.6 8 15-69 12-62 34-100 

shallow-64char 1 15.8 6.8 13.6-17.3 7 56-68 60-76 94-96 
shallow-256char 1 15.8 18.5 25.1-27.6 8 29-69 23-75 97-99 
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probability to move deeper in the NFA (pforw) to 0.5 and 0.9. The traversal characteristics (average 

and maximum number of active states per input character, and number and frequency of matches) 

are reported in Table 1 (columns 7-10).  

3.6.3 Results 

Resource utilization is reported in Table 2. For GPU, we recall that the NFA is stored in 

global memory, while the active state information (encoded in a bit vector) is stored in shared 

memory. In the CSR case, the active state information is also stored (in queue format) in global 

memory, and therefore the global memory requirement increases with the number of thread-blocks 

run. However, as can be seen in Table 2, the global memory utilization is very limited even for the 

CSR format, and even the largest dataset occupies only up to 133MB of the 12GB global memory. 

We recall that NFA partitioning is driven by the use of 16-bit state identifiers, and shared memory 

Table 3: Traversal throughputRanges correspond to different 
numbers of streams for GPU and to different partitions for 

FPGA 

Type Name 

GPU FPGA 
# 

streams 
 

iNFAnt CSR-state CSR-tx Throughput 
per device 

(Gbps) 
Throughput 

(Mbps) 
Throughput 

(Mbps) 
Throughput 

(Mbps) 

Small 
NIDS 

l7-filter 48-
4800 73.0-675.7 1.4-9.47 2.2-19.7 12.16 

snort534 48-
4800 60.1-466.5 24.2-39.9 40.9-30.1 19.82 

B
io

in
fo

rm
at

ic
s 

10gene_8k 72-480 21.9-32.5 3.1-3.2 0.6-0.8 2.51 
10gene_12k 36-240 7.1-11.9 4.7-4.8 0.6-0.8 1.68 
10gene_16k 24-160 5.3-7.9 8.9-14.0 0.6-0.9 1.8-3.2 
10gene_20k 18-120 3.2-5.5 7.3-12.5 0.6-0.9 1.2-1.6 
100gene_8k 24-160 4.2-7.5 0.5-0.6 0.2-0.3 1.1-3.0 

100gene_12k 6-35 0.8-1.4 0.6-0.6 0.2-0.2 1.5-2.4 
100gene_16k 3-18 0.3-0.5 1.2-2.2 0.2-0.4 0.7-2.2 
100gene_20k 2-12 0.2-0.3 1.0-1.7 0.2-0.3 1.7-3.5 

Sy
nt

h.
 

deep-64char 6-37 1.5-2.2 1.8-2.7 1.8-2.8 2.5-3.6 
deep-256char 6-37 1.7-2.6 0.5-1.7 1.4-2.7 1.7-2.9 

shallow-
64char 5-32 1.2-1.9 0.4-1.8 0.5-2.2 1.5-1.7 

shallow-
256char 6-35 1.7-2.7 0.2-1.0 0.3-2.6 1.1-1.9 
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stores two bitmaps indicating the states active at the beginning and the end of each traversal step. 

Therefore, the use of partitions with at most 64k states limits the per-block shared memory 

utilization to 16KB in the worst case, allowing at least 6 blocks to reside on a SM and hide each 

other’s memory latencies.  

For FPGA, to facilitate the place&route process, we sized the partitions so as to use up to 

70% of the flip-flop capacity. Since the considered device has twice as many flip-flops as LUTs, 

on most experiments this setting leads to near full slice utilization. We recall that our FPGA design 

does not use block memory. 

Traversal throughput is computed using the following formulas, which assume 8-bit 

inputs.  

 

  

 
 
 
 
 

We assume that matches are reported every 64K inputs (maximum IP packet length) for 

NIDS datasets, every 500 inputs (length of relevant portion of a gene) for bioinformatics datasets, 

and every 1000 inputs for synthetic datasets (Ninputs). For FPGA, we used the worst-case, post-

place&route operating frequency reported by the Xilinx tools, which varied between 89 MHz and 

454 MHz across datasets and partitions. The number of clock cycles required to report the matches 

(Noutput_processing_cycles) is equal to the ratio between the number of matching states in the NFA and 

the number of output pins on the FPGA device. For the AP, we performed estimates based on the 

133 MHz nominal operating frequency and the 291 clock cycle output processing time.  
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Throughput data are shown in Table 3.	As can be seen, while able to fit even large datasets 

on a single device, GPU reports the lowest throughput data. In the GPU experiments, we 

configured the thread-block size to 256 and 32 for bioinformatics and NIDS/synthetic datasets, 

respectively. This is because we expected bioinformatics datasets to have larger active sets (as 

confirmed in Table 1). We recall that the number of thread-blocks run is equal to the product 

between the number of partitions and the number of input streams processed. To avoid idle SMs 

and ensure processing all partitions, we set the number of blocks to be at least equal to the number 

of SMs and of partitions. We then increased the number of blocks (and, as a consequence, of 

streams) until noticeable throughput improvements could no longer be observed. We make two 

observations. First, GPU resources are better utilized when processing a large number of input 

streams, leading to better throughput. Second, while the iNFAnt kernel greatly outperforms the 

CSR kernels on small datasets, the CSR-state kernel reports better performance on bioinformatics 

datasets with large k. On datasets with a large number of partitions, iNFAnt is penalized by looping 

through a large number of transitions that originate from inactive states.  
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Since large datasets require multiple FPGAs (or multiple iterations through the same 

board), for FPGAs we report the traversal throughput per device. Since for most partitions the slice 

capacity is fully utilized, the number of FPGA devices required is equal to the number of FPGA 

partitions (Table 2/column 7). For small datasets requiring only a small portion of the device, both 

platforms can run multiple streams by replicating the NFA. In case of FPGA, to utilize ~70% of 

slice capacity, we run 6 and 4 streams for l7-filter and snort534 respectively.  

Preprocessing cost: In this section, we focus on the platform-specific preprocessing time. 

The NFA optimization and partitioning steps, common to all platforms, take from 3 to 249 sec 

(smallest to largest dataset). After these two steps, we save the NFA into file. The GPU 

preprocessing (Table 4) is mostly related to the parsing of the NFA partition files, and varies from 

5 sec to about 4.5 min. For FPGA (Table 4), synthesis and place&route account for most of the 

preprocessing time and preprocessing a large partition may require up to 555 minutes (leading to 

several hours for the full datasets).  

Table 4: Preprocessing overhead(in case of large datasets, we show minimum 
and maximum per-partition data) 

Type Name 

GPU FPGA 

Parsing 
(sec) 

Mem. L.  
gen. 
(sec) 

Loading 
mem. (ms) 

Parsing  
(sec) 

Verilog 
gen. (sec) 

Synt.+ 
p&r (min) 

Small 
NIDS 

l7-filter 5 0.01 0.004 0.4 0.6 6 
snort534 5.1 0.01 0.003 0.6 0.3 6 

B
io

in
fo

rm
at

ic
s 

10gene_8k 3.2 0.05 3-6 3.3 9.2 37 
10gene_12k 5.8 0.3 8-12 7.2 58.28 76 
10gene_16k 12 0.5 12-18 4.3-7.7 19.6-60.2 69-78 
10gene_20k 12.4 0.9 16-26 7.8-8.2 69.8-71.7 89-129 
100gene_8k 12.3 0.4 12-18 3.1-11.2 7.8-99.9 34-165 

100gene_12k 70 8.5 47-76 5.5-9.2 29.2-90.4 54-153 
100gene_16k 114.8 36.7 99-167 5-8.4 27.9-78.1 54-554 
100gene_20k 193.2 80.8 145-249 4-8.9 19.9-93.3 70-92 

Sy
nt

. 

deep-64char 61.6 7.0 40-80 2.6-5.3 0.4-0.9 73-178 
deep-256char 267.8 8.4 110-150 1.5-6.6 0.5-2.6 15-189 

shallow-64char 76.5 6.1 40-80 6.6-7.9 0.8-1.0 103-133 
shallow-256char 279.5 6.8 120-150 3.6-8.5 3.9-9.9 38-192 
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Overall Comparison: FPGAs provide the best traversal throughputs at the cost of 

significant preprocessing times (~hours); GPUs deliver modest traversal throughputs (~Mbps) but 

incur limited preprocessing time (~seconds-minutes) and can accommodate large datasets on a 

single device. 

Power consumption: We report power data only on a medium-sized dataset 

(100genes_12k). Xilinx’s Power Estimator estimates the FPGA power consumption to be between 

2.05W and 2.09W on different partitions. In contrast, GPU experiments on Texas State's Marcher 

system report an average GPU power consumption of 185.11W and 105.25W on the best and worst 

implementation, respectively. 

3.7 Discussion 

To summarize, large datasets with more than 100-200 thousand states must be partitioned 

in order to be deployed on GPUs and FPGAs. While for GPUs, partitioning is required only to 

effectively use the GPU resources (e.g., on-chip memory), FPGAs require splitting large NFAs 

onto multiple devices. While requiring 2-3x more devices to accommodate the dataset; GPUs 

underperform FPGAs by a factor ~80-1000x across datasets. GPUs in general deliver low 

performance on a single input stream, but their cumulative throughput scales up to thousands of 

input streams. GPUs offer the advantage of limited preprocessing time (up to a few minutes on 

million-state NFAs), while FPGAs can take several hours to preprocess the same datasets [52-54]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Fixed-topology NFA Traversal Acceleration on SIMD 

Platforms  

4.1 Overview 

Most existing FSA processing implementations are memory-based, that is, they store the 

FSA states and transitions in memory. Since pattern matching requires following the states and 

transitions of the NFAs, memory size and bandwidth are the main limiting factors to performance 

and power efficiency of memory-centric implementations. This is particularly challenging for 

OpenCL-enabled FPGA boards since their off-chip memory bandwidth is significantly lower than 

that of similarly priced high-end GPUs.  

In the presence of fixed-topology NFAs, it is possible to embed the NFA structure in the 

traversal code and store in memory only the symbols associated with the transitions and the input 

text. This allows a design that is not only memory-efficient, but also vectorizable, as all patterns 

result in the same traversal code. In addition, several applications from multiple domains, such as 

bioinformatics  [55], data mining  [56], computational linguistics [57, 58] and high-energy particle 

physics [59], operate on patterns that have a fixed and predefined structure. As an example, some 

bioinformatics applications require performing the same approximate matching operation (e.g., 
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Hamming distance matching) against large sets of fixed-length strings. This leads to the use of 

many fixed-topology automata within the pattern matching engine. The fixed structure of the FSA 

allows specific implementations and optimizations that are not applicable to the general case where 

the patterns to be matched have different structures. 

Based on these observations, we devise a highly parallel NFA processing engine suitable 

for SIMD platforms. Our design aims to achieve full utilization of the SIMD lanes while providing 

SIMD-friendly memory access patterns. We propose a compiler framework that deploys a set of 

NFAs with fixed topology and the input streams to be processed onto the target platform. The 

proposed compiler leverages the available parallelism, maximizes hardware utilization and 

optimizes the memory accesses. We test our compiler on various SIMD architectures such as 

Nvidia GPUs, Intel Xeon Phi platforms and Intel Xeon Skylake processors. Our framework 

reduces or eliminates common bottlenecks found in existing memory-centric GPU designs, such 

as control-flow divergence, memory divergence and synchronization overhead. 

Our SIMD_NFA engine has characteristics that make it a good candidate for FPGA 

deployment. Specifically, because it limits the use of off-chip memory by encoding the NFA 

topology within the parallel kernel rather than in memory, has a SIMD-friendly design, and is 

synchronization free. We additionally investigate the deployment of the OpenCL version of 

SIMD_NFA, on FPGA. After having verified that, despite its more FPGA-friendly design, the 

naïve porting of SIMD_NFA to FPGA does not even fit the hardware resources of a reasonably 

equipped Intel Stratix V board, we first, propose optimization techniques to retarget SIMD_NFA 

to FPGA. These optimizations include: structural code changes, alternative memory layouts, 

adjustments to the degree of parallelism of the code, and best-practice optimizations. The 

SIMD_NFA code is automatically generated by our compiler toolchain given an input NFA 
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topology, and the proposed optimizations are easily incorporated in the code generator. Second, 

we study the applicability of some of our proposed optimizations to generic applications beyond 

SIMD_NFA. And lastly, we perform an extensive experimental evaluation on NFA topologies that 

we tested on SIMD platforms. From the resource utilization perspective, our evaluation shows that 

our optimizations not only allow the code to fit the reference FPGA, but also enable to deploy up 

to 3 execution pipelines on it. From the performance perspective, our optimizations lead to 

speedups up to 4x over the first optimized code-variant that fits the NFA design on the considered 

FPGA 

4.2 Background 

4.2.1 GPU Architecture and Intel SIMD Devices 

GPU platforms comprise hundreds-to-thousands scalar cores that are grouped into 

streaming multiprocessors (SMs). In the CUDA programming model, groups of threads (called 

thread-blocks) are mapped on SMs. Each SM has an on-chip memory (also called shared memory) 

that can be considered a fast communication medium for threads within the same thread-block. In 

addition, all SMs share an off-chip device memory (typically 1-12GB in size). On CUDA-enabled 

GPUs, threads are grouped in warps, each consisting of 32 consecutive threads. Threads within a 

warp execute in lockstep, providing support for SIMD-fashion parallel programming. When 

threads within a warp access contiguous or nearby memory locations, multiple memory accesses 

are coalesced into a single memory transaction, allowing a more efficient use of the available 

memory bandwidth. 

To provide high computing power, Intel integrates wide SIMD vector processing units 

(VPUs) in its multi- and many-core platforms. In this paper we evaluate our framework on three 

Intel devices with 512-bit VPUs: a Xeon Phi coprocessor, a Xeon Phi processor and a Skylake 
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processor. As an example, here we describe the architecture of Xeon Phi platforms; the hardware 

configuration of the three devices considered is detailed in Table 6. Xeon Phi devices integrate 57-

64 x86-compatible cores on a single chip. Each core supports four hardware threads, providing 

multi-threading capability. Each core is further equipped with one or two 512–bit VPUs that 

operate on either 16 32-bit wide or 8 64-bit wide vector registers. On each core hardware threads 

share a 32 KB L1 instruction cache and a 32 KB L1 data cache in addition to a L2 cache. Although 

x86 cores can be programmed with traditional multithreading libraries, there is not a trivial 

programming model for VPUs. While offering basic vectorization capabilities, the Intel’s compiler 

is not capable of identifying complex vectorization opportunities. Therefore, in order to fully 

utilize the Intel hardware and maximize performance, programmers must manually generate 

vectorized code tailored to the VPUs. This can be done non-trivially using vector intrinsics 

provided by Intel, and requires careful consideration of several performance limiting factors. For 

example, since there is no intrinsic support for intra-VPU synchronization, such synchronization 

requires software support (i.e., software synchronization among the threads running on the x86 

cores). Moreover, although non-contiguous memory accesses are supported through gather and 

scatter intrinsic functions, these functions require software-based alignment. These needs can 

reduce the processing performance in comparison to platforms that provide hardware support for 

synchronization and memory access alignments (e.g., GPUs). 

4.2.2 Reference Implementation 

In this study, we compare the performance of SIMD_NFA with iNFAnt [13]. The iNFAnt 

kernel suffers from several sources of inefficiency: memory-intensity due to querying the state 

transitions stored in device memory, atomic operations to allow concurrent updates to the state 
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vector by multiple threads, warp divergence when processing the transitions, and shared memory 

bank conflicts due to random accesses to the state bitmaps.  

We extended iNFAnt in two ways. First, we allowed large NFAs to be split and processed 

by multiple thread-blocks in parallel. Second, we added support for epsilon transitions. 

Specifically, our implementation treats epsilon as a special symbol, and, at each traversal step, it 

processes epsilon transitions after standard transitions. We named this optimized version of iNFAnt 

as iNFAnt+ and used it as the baseline GPU implementation. We verified that iNFAnt+ 

outperforms the iNFAnt variant used in [19]. For completeness, we also implemented a NFA 

traversal engine that uses iNFAnt memory layout on Intel devices. This engine, referred to as 

iNFAntx86, leverages stream-level parallelism and distributes input streams across threads. We 

verified that, due to thread scheduling and synchronization overhead, on Intel devices a finer-

grained parallelization would not be beneficial to performance. 

4.2.3 OpenCL for FPGA 

OpenCL is an open standard that allows writing programs for a variety of parallel 

computing platforms, including multi-core CPUs and graphics processing units (GPUs) [60] 

OpenCL allows programmers to write their applications in an architecture-independent fashion, 

and seamlessly deploy them on multiple OpenCL-enabled devices. OpenCL application code 

consists of two parts: host and kernel code. The host code handles data allocations, communication 

between host and device, device configuration, and kernel launch. The kernel code contains the 

core of the computation parallelized and executed on the device. OpenCL adopts a hierarchical 

multithreading model, whereby threads, called work-items, are grouped into work-groups. This 

multithreading model matches the hierarchical hardware organization of GPUs. 
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Recently, there has been interest in extending the use of OpenCL to FPGAs, thus freeing 

programmers from the need to write HDL code. Both Intel and Xilinx have developed their 

OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchains  [61, 62]. These toolchains include a compiler that allows converting 

OpenCL kernels into FPGA bitstreams, and they support two execution models: single work-item 

and NDRange kernels. Single work-item kernels are essentially single-threaded functions, while 

NDRange kernels are executed in parallel by multiple work-items. In both cases, FPGAs provide 

parallelism through pipelining. In the NDRange case, pipeline replication provides an additional 

level of parallelism that can enable the parallel execution of multiple work-groups. 

Similarly to GPUs, OpenCL-enabled FPGA boards have a three-level memory hierarchy. 

First, each work-item has a private memory that offers low latency but has limited size. Private 

memory is implemented on FPGA either through registers or Block RAM (BRAM). Second, work-

items belonging to the same work-group share a local memory, which offers low latency and high 

bandwidth and resides in the BRAM. Third, all work-groups share a high-latency global memory 

that resides on the external DDRs of the FPGA board. 

By potentially lowering the barrier to the adoption of FPGAs by a broader audience, 

OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchains can have significant impacts. Previous work (e.g., Podobas et al. 

[63]) has shown that the Intel’s OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchain can lead to more efficient FPGA 

codes that other existing high-level design strategies for FPGA. Yet, the automatic generation of 

efficient FPGA implementations from OpenCL code is not a trivial problem. First, OpenCL code 

tailored to a device might perform poorly on another device with different architectural features 

and offering different forms of parallelism. For example, while GPUs provide massive thread-

level parallelism, FPGAs offer more limited pipeline parallelism. Second, the HDL code generated 

by these toolchains has often little readability, making it extremely challenging to add 
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optimizations on top of it. To this end, there have been efforts aiming to understand the limitations 

of OpenCL codes on FPGA and exploring the effect of best-practice and custom optimizations on 

performance. 

4.3  Our Proposed Framework 

We recall that we target the efficient deployment of fixed-topology NFAs onto SIMD 

architectures. Specifically, our objective is two-fold. First, we aim to propose a memory-efficient 

traversal engine that embeds the NFA topology in the traversal code and stores only the transition 

symbols in memory. Specifically, we focus on a design with no synchronization, minimized 

control-flow divergence and optimized memory access patterns. Second, we aim to provide a 

compiler toolchain that automates the topology encoding, the memory layout of the transition 

symbols, and the deployment onto SIMD architectures. Figure 7 depicts the high-level view of our 

proposed framework. This section is structured as follows. First, we explain the details of our 

design (memory layout, traversal code, and workload distribution to SIMD lanes). Second, we 

 
Figure 7:  High-level design of the proposed compiler framework 
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show how to deploy SIMD_NFA onto different SIMD architectures (specifically, GPUs and Intel 

SIMD devices). Lastly, we show how our compiler toolchain automates the deployment process. 

4.3.1 State vector layout  

Similarly to iNFAnt (i.e., the state-of-art GPU-based NFA processing scheme), we store 

the activation status of the NFA states in bitmap arrays, called state vectors, to minimize the 

memory footprint. Figure 8 shows the layout of the state vectors used in SIMD_NFA design. As 

can be seen, we place states that belong to different NFAs but have the same identifier in 

contiguous regions of the state vector. In fixed-topology NFAs states with the same identifier have 

the same location in the NFA topology. In addition, we assign to each SIMD lane a distinct set of 

NFAs (i.e., patterns). We call batch the set of patterns handled by a lane. We set the batch size to 

32, thus assigning to each lane a 32-bit word of the state vector. The number of parallel lanes 

depends on the SIMD width of the target platform: 32 (i.e., the warp size) for GPUs and 16 (i.e., 

the number of lanes per VPU) for Intel devices. This memory layout has two advantages. First, 

since different lanes are assigned different 32-bit words of the state vectors, state vector updates 

 
Figure 8:  State vector layoutStates with the same identifier (i.e., the same position within the 

NFA topology) in different NFAs are laid our contiguously. Each lane within a SIMD unit 
processes a batch of NFAs. 
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do not require atomic operations. Second, since subsequent lanes are assigned subsequent memory 

words, this layout allows regular memory accesses to the state vectors, resulting in efficient 

memory operations.  

4.3.2 NFA traversal code 

Figure 10(b-e) shows the NFA traversal pseudocode. The pseudocode in Figure 10(c) is 

specific to the NFA topology shown in Figure 10(a), while the rest of the code is common across 

topologies. The underlined lines of code represent bitmap operations performed in parallel by the 

SIMD lanes (32-bit per lane). Variables currentsv and futuresv store the state vectors before and 

after processing each input symbol, respectively. As in iNFAnt, the additional bitmap array 

persistentsv (line 4) is used to handle persistent states efficiently. The main body of the program 

(Figure 10(b)) consists of a loop. In each loop iteration an input symbol is fetched from memory 

and processed, resulting in the update of the currentsv and futuresv bitmaps (line 5). The input-

stream-symbol-fetch function (line 3) fetches the input symbol from the corresponding input 

 
Figure 9:  Layout of the array of transition symbolsfor the NFA topology 

shown in Figure 10(a). 
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stream. This function is discussed in the next section. The topology-specific-traversal function 

a) Example NFA topology 

 
b) SIMD-NFA kernel 
1: currentsv ← initialsv 
2: while (!input_stream.empty) do 
3:      c ←input-stream-symbol-fetch(lane-groupID, laneID, counter) 
4:      futuresv ← currentsv & persistentsv 

5:      topology-specific-traversal (c, currentsv, futuresv) 
6:      currentsv ← futuresv 

7:      futuresv ← 0 
c) function topology-specific-traversal (c, currentsv, futuresv) 
8: // source: state 0 
9:        // destination: state 1 
10:        mask ← match_check(c, tx_symbol_arr,0* pattern_count,2) 
11:        sv_update(mask,0,1,1,0,0,0)  //positive tx handling 
12:        sv_update (null,null,null,0,0,0,1)  //epsilon txs handling 
13:        // destination: state 2 
14:        sv_update(null,0,2,0,0,1,0)  //wildcard tx handling 
15: // source: state 1       (no non-epsilon tx) 
16: // source: state 2 
17:        // destination: state 3 
18:        mask ← match_check(c,tx_symbol_arr,2*pattern_count,1) 
19:        sv_update(mask,2,3,0,1,0,0)  //negative tx handling 
d) function match_check (c, tx_symbol_arr,offset, #symbols_per_tx) 
20:   mask ← 0 
21:   for symbol-id in [1, #symbols_per_tx] do 
22:       partial_mask ← 0 
23:       for batch_id in [1, batch_size] do 
24:           symbol← tx_symbol_arr [offset++] 
25:           if (symbol==c) 
26:                  set batch_id bit of partial_mask 
27:        mask|← mask | partial_mask 
28:    return mask; 
e) function sv_update (mask, src, dst,is-pos,is-neg,is-wildcard,is-epsilon) 
29:    if (is-pos)                   //transition with positive symbol 
30:        futuresv(dst) |← mask & currentsv(src) 
31:  else if (is-neg)            //transition with negative symbol 
32:       futuresv(dst) |← ~mask & currentsv(src) 
33:  else if (is-wildcard)    //wildcard transition 
34:       futuresv(dst) |← currentsv(src) 
35:  else if (is-epsilon)    //epsilon transition 
36:      futuresv(dst) |← futuresv(src) 

Figure 10: NFA traversal pseudocode.The topology-specific-traversal function refers to the 
NFA topology shown in (a). 
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(Figure 10(c)) contains the logic that controls the update of the state activations. This function is 

automatically generated by our compiler from the NFA topology and is executed by all the SIMD 

lanes. For each input symbol, each lane processes all the states of the NFAs assigned to it 

sequentially independent of their activation status. The compiler generates the body of this 

function (lines 8-19) by iterating over the states of the NFA topology and their transitions. For 

each transition, the compiler inserts in the code an invocation of the sv_update function and, 

optionally, of the match_check function.  

The sv_update function processes a transition and updates futuresv accordingly. Each 

transition from state src to state dst is encoded as a bitwise operation that updates futuresv based 

on the value of currentsv and, optionally, a mask. This function is performed in parallel by all SIMD 

lanes, with each lane operating on the 32-bit portion of the state vectors assigned to it. We classify 

transitions into four types, namely: transitions with a positive symbol set (i.e., transitions of the 

form src c 
→ dst, triggered by symbol c), transitions with a negative symbol set (i.e., transitions of 

the form src ^c 
→ dst, triggered by any symbols except c), wildcard transitions (i.e., src * 

→ dst, triggered 

by any symbols) and epsilon transitions (i.e., src ! 
→ dst). The bitwise operations corresponding to 

these transition types are at lines 30, 32, 34, 36, respectively. As can be seen, bitwise operations 

implementing transitions on positive and negative symbol sets require a 32-bit mask (32 being the 

batch size). Each bit in the mask indicates whether the input character matches one of the symbols 

triggering the transition being processed. Wildcard and epsilon transitions cause the destination 

state to be activated independent of the input symbol, and thus they don’t require the mask. 

The mask is generated by the match_check function (pseudocode in Figure 10(d)). This 

function compares the input character with the symbols triggering the transitions being processed 

and updates the mask accordingly. We recall that, since the NFAs have the same topology but 
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differ in the symbols triggering the transitions, these symbols are stored in memory. To allow for 

efficient memory accesses within the match_check function, we group symbols from different 

patterns in contiguous memory locations. Figure 9 depicts the memory layout of the transition 

symbols for the NFA topology shown in Figure 10(a). As can be seen, the array containing the 

symbols triggering the transitions (tx_symbol_array) is ordered based on the source state’s 

identifiers. In addition, for each transition, the symbols triggering it are laid out in consecutive 

sections (symbol0, symbol1, etc. in Figure 9). Within each section, we store symbols belonging to 

different patterns contiguously, thus allowing SIMD lanes to perform regular memory accesses. 

The compiler determines and encodes the offset of the symbols triggering each transition, and the 

match_check function uses this offset to access the tx_symbol_array (line 24). The comparison of 

the transition and input symbols (lines 25 and 26) is the only point in the SIMD_NFA code where 

the execution can diverge.  

4.3.3 Workload distribution 

We refer to a set of lanes executing in lockstep as a SIMD unit. Since the number of lanes 

within a SIMD unit is equal to the SIMD width of the architecture considered and each lane is 

assigned a batch of patterns (i.e., NFAs), the maximum number of patterns that a SIMD unit can 

process concurrently is equal to (𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒	 × 	𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ). If the number of patterns to be matched 

exceeds this value, we distribute the patterns across multiple SIMD units. The number of SIMD 

units required to support all patterns (referred to as req_simd_units) is equal to 4 !"##$%&_()*&#
+"#(,_-./$×	2345_6.7#,5. 

Thus, the number of batches assigned to each SIMD unit (called batches_per_unit) is equal to 

4 !"##$%&_()*&#
+"#(,_-./$×%$8_-.97_*&.#-5. If the number of patterns to be processed is less than (𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒	 × 	𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ), 

to be fully utilized a SIMD unit must be assigned multiple input streams. In this case, different 

lanes of the SIMD unit will match the same patterns (i.e, the same portion of tx_symbol_array) 
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against a different input stream. The number of input streams required to fully utilize a SIMD unit 

(streams_per_unit) is equal to 4 2345_6.7#,
+"#(,$-_!$%_*&.#5. 

4.4 Deployment on target platforms 

4.4.1 GPU 

 When mapping the SIMD_NFA design to GPU, we assign the workload of a SIMD lane 

to a thread and set the thread-block size to the CUDA warp size (32 threads). Thus, each thread-

block corresponds to a SIMD unit. We want to determine the number of thread-blocks to be run to 

ensure full occupancy of the GPU. The maximum number of thread-blocks that can be resident 

(i.e., execute in parallel) on a SM depends on their shared memory utilization. We allocate the 

currentsv and futuresv bitmaps in shared memory and store the persistentsv and transition symbols 

arrays in device memory. Overall, the currentsv and futuresv require (2	 × 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ × 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒	 ×

	𝑁𝐹𝐴_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) bits. Thus, the maximum number of thread-blocks that can run concurrently on a SM 

(max_resident_blocks) is equal to 4 -,"%$7_9$9_	("!"(.#:
;×∗2345_6.7#,×+"#(,_-./$×=>?_-./$5. In order to fully utilize the device, 

we must process 49"@	 _%$-.7$&#_+A)(B-×24_()*&#%$8_-.97_*&.#- 5 input streams (stream_count), where SM_count is device 

dependent.  

We recall that the input-stream-symbol-fetch function (Figure 10, line 4) is responsible for 

identifying the input stream to be processed based on the lane and SIMD unit identifiers (i.e., the 

thread and thread-block identifiers for GPU). This is done using the formula below, valid for both 

GPU and Intel SIMD devices. 

𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝐼𝐷 = !"#$%&'
()*_,-./_01-2,

× 	𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 23()4/&'
!42$3),_5)(_01-2

  

Finally, the maximum NFA size supported on GPU is ; -,"%$7_9$9_("!"(.#:
;×+"#(,_-./$×2345_6.7#,<. For large NFAs, 

we need to reduce the batch_size accordingly. 
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4.4.2 Intel SIMD Devices 

Since on Intel SIMD devices each hardware thread can issue vector instructions to a VPU 

and each VPU can process sixteen 32-bit data in lockstep, we consider each hardware thread as 

equipped with 16 vector lanes. When mapping SIMD_NFA to these devices, we assign the 

workload of a SIMD lane to a vector lane, and we map a SIMD unit to a hardware thread. We store 

all the data structures in device memory. Recall that on each physical core we can spawn hardware 

threads that share the L1 and L2 caches. On one hand, to ensure full resource utilization, we want 

to spawn as many hardware threads (HTs) as supported on each core (Xeon Phis support a 

maximum of 4 HTs per core while Skylake supports only 2 HTs per core); on the other hand, we 

expect frequently used data structures (e.g., futuresv and currentsv) of each hardware thread to be 

cached, and the creation of large number of HTs per core may lead to saturated cache, harming 

performance. To determine the optimal number of HTs to be spawned on each core, we make the 

following considerations. We note that Intel SIMD devices have fairly fast and large distributed 

coherent L2 caches. For example, on Xeon Phi processor every two cores share a 1MB L2 cache 

that supports a bandwidth of 1 cache line read and ½ cache line write per cycle. Therefore, we 

consider the performance of the L2 cache to be satisfactory for our application. As a consequence, 

the L2 cache size becomes the limiting factor for the number of hardware threads to be spawned 

on each core. Based on the memory requirement of  futuresv and currentsv, the optimal number of 

hardware threads on each core (hw_threads) is set to min	(6 67_$454$-28
7×:&;'_<-/23×!42$3_,-=)×>?@_,-=)

7 , 𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝐻𝑇𝑠_𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑) 

and, as a consequence, we set the optimal number of input streams to 3<_23()4/,×$#()_$#012
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑑_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

. We use the 

pthread library to manage hardware threads and vector intrinsics to program the VPUs. 

Our design has several benefits on Intel SIMD devices. First, Intel provides fast load and 

store vector intrinsics for the VPUs, but these intrinsics can be used only if the memory addresses 
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are 64-bit aligned  [64]. Memory accesses to state vectors and arrays of transition symbols satisfy 

this requirement. Therefore, we can use the efficient load and store vector intrinsics to handle data 

movements between device memory and vector registers when accessing states and transitions 

information. In contrast, we need to use the less efficient gather and scatter vector intrinsics when 

accessing the symbols in the input streams. Memory accesses to the input streams, however, are 

less frequent than memory accesses to states and transitions arrays. For example, for the 

Levenshtein dataset, our compiler generates code with 261 loads, 264 stores, 1 gather and no 

scatter vector instructions. Second, bitmap operations on state vectors do not incur control flow 

divergence, and, as a consequence, do not require disabling vector lanes through the use of vector 

masks. Vector masks are required in the implementation of the match_check function, the only 

portion of the code subject to control flow divergence. Lastly, by mapping a SIMD unit to a 

hardware thread, we avoid using expensive synchronization among hardware threads. 

4.4.3 FPGA using OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchain 

As the first step, we simply port the original OpenCL code to FPGA using the NDRange 

and single work-item execution models. The original OpenCL code is in NDRange form and 

consists of fully independent work-items. We recall that, in SIMD_NFA, different work-items 

process distinct sets of NFAs and access disjoint portions of the state vectors and of the array 

containing the transition characters. We construct the single work-item kernel by embedding the 

body of the NDRange kernel within a nested loop, with the outer and inner loops iterating over 

work-groups and work-items, respectively. Since the work-items of the NDRange kernel are 

independent, there won’t be any loop-carried dependencies between the iterations of the single 

work-item kernel. Thus, both kernels are good candidates for pipelining on FPGA. 
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4.4.4 Summary 

To summarize, the design decisions at the core of SIMD_NFA are the following. First, we 

encode the NFA topology into bit-wise operations. This allows significantly limiting the memory 

size and bandwidth requirements of SIMD_NFA, as well as providing a SIMD-friendly 

implementation. Second, we assign to each SIMD lane one or more 32-bit portions of the state 

vectors. This allows avoiding the need for atomic operations when updating the state vectors, and 

ensures regular memory accesses to the state vectors. On GPU, the SIMD_NFA design allows not 

only coalesced accesses to device memory, but also bank conflicts free accesses to shared memory. 

Third, by updating state vectors through bitwise operations, we limit control flow divergence to 

the match_check function. Finally, we distribute the input streams to the hardware resources so as 

to optimize utilization and maximize throughput. 

4.5 Compiler Toolchain Design  

Figure 11 depicts our compiler toolchain. The compiler takes two input files: one that 

encodes the set of NFAs to be deployed, and one that describes the hardware configuration of the 

target device (i.e., number of SMs and shared memory size for GPU, number of cores and L2 cache 

1:for src in source states set do 
2:  for dst in dst_set(src) do 
3:     if ($ pos_tx || neg_tx) 

4:       call mask ← match_check (c, tx_symbol_array, 
preceding_symbol#*pattern_count,tx_symbol#) 

5:     if ($ pos_tx || neg_tx || wildcard_tx) 
6:       call sv_update(mask,src,dst,is-pos,is-neg,is-wildcard,is_epsilon) 

7:     if ($ e-transition) 
8:       for e-dst in e-closure(dst) do 

9:           call sv_update(mask,src,dst,is-pos,is-neg,is-wildcard,is_epsilon) 

Figure 11: Compiler Procedure  
used by the compiler for the generation of the topology-specific-traversal function 
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capacity for Xeon Phi). The front end of the compiler consists of a parser and an NFA generator. 

Either the parser or the NFA generator is used to build the internal representation (IR) of the 

compiler. The parser parses an NFA description file that can be written in different formats: 

ANML (an XML-based language used on Micron’s Automata Processor) or a custom format that 

stores states and transitions in a compact fashion. The NFA generator takes the patterns to be 

mapped on NFAs and transforms them into the IR. The compiler’s IR consists of a description of 

the NFA topology, and, separately, the symbols of the patterns implicitly mapped on the given 

NFA topology. As mentioned above, the compiler uses the NFA topology to generate the topology-

specific-traversal function. Figure 11 shows the compiler’s pseudocode. Note that this code only 

involves inserting in the parallel kernel functions that either compute the mask based on the 

transition symbols (mask_check function) or update the state vectors (sv_update function). While 

the final implementation of these functions is device specific (for example, they are implemented 

through vector intrinsics for Xeon Phi and through CUDA and OpenCL for GPU), the code 

structure generated by the compiler is suitable to generic SIMD devices. The compiler uses the 

pattern-specific information to generate the memory layout of the transition symbols and produces 

an intermediate file to configure the memory of the target device. The memory layout depends on 

the number of patterns and of parallel lanes supported by the device. We note that the compiler 

can reduce the size of the topology-specific-traversal function by optimizing repetitive types of 

transitions. However, since transitions are processed sequentially, this optimization does not 

guarantee significant improvement in throughput. Additionally, since the NFA size is bounded by 

the shared memory capacity, SIMD width and batch size, the generated kernel has limited size as 

well. For example, LD_large (the large Levenshtein Distance dataset) results in the largest 

topology-specific-traversal function body (481 lines of code) among all datasets used.  
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4.6 Optimizing SIMD_NFA OpenCL Code for FPGA 

As discussed in earlier, simply porting OpenCL codes optimized for GPU to FPGA can 

result in low performance and high resource utilization  [65-68]. This is mainly due to differences 

in the underlying hardware and execution model. First, GPUs have a SIMD-like architecture that 

provides massive multithreading and allows the parallel execution of tens of work-groups and 

thousands of work-items. FPGAs provide a different type of parallelism. They leverage pipelining 

to allow parallel execution of work-items and require pipeline replication to allow parallel 

execution of work-groups. Second, GPU codes often rely on local memory for sharing data and 

allowing efficient communication among work-items. Barrier synchronization is often required to 

guarantee the correctness of local memory updates and memory consistency. However, on FPGA 

such barriers result in pipeline flushes, negatively affecting performance. Therefore, designs with 

no synchronization requirements are preferred on FPGA. Third, since the memory bandwidth on 

FPGA is significantly lower than on GPU, FPGA performance is sensitive to the nature of the 

memory access patterns.  

Recall that the SIMD_NFA design does not require synchronization primitives, uses local 

memory for all state vectors updates, and has a memory layout designed to provide efficient local 

and global memory accesses. Although based on these characteristics we expect SIMD_NFA to 

be a good fit for FPGA, naively porting its OpenCL implementation to FPGA results in two sources 

of inefficiency: excessive logic resource utilization and global memory access stalls. This 

motivates us to explore a set of custom and best practice optimizations to retarget the code 

optimized for GPU to FPGA, and to improve resource utilization and traversal throughput. 

Specifically, we explore four kinds of optimizations: (1) structural changes to the code, (2) 

alternative memory layouts, (3) adjustment to the NFA-level degree of parallelism, and (4) best 
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practice guide optimizations. In addition, we evaluate the general applicability of the first two 

optimizations to generic OpenCL code.  

4.6.1 Structural Code Changes 

First, we observe that the resource utilization of the original OpenCL code is so high that 

it prevents the deployment of the code on a reasonably sized FPGA board, and this holds for all 

considered NFA topologies. Table 5 (columns 9 and 10) reports the estimated logic utilization of 

the original SIMD_NFA code on a Stratix V FPGA and seven NFA topologies with various sizes. 

These estimates are provided by Intel’s OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchain (area analysis reports) before 

place-and-route. Some of these estimates (e.g., Fermi and LD_k8_d1 in NDRange form) are less 

than 100%. However, even in these cases the final design could not be placed and routed on the 

considered FPGA. In addition, due to the size of the ER kernel code, the toolchain failed to 

generate the corresponding Verilog files, not even allowing resource utilization estimates for this 

NFA topology. This led us to investigate possible structural code changes aimed to reduce resource 

utilization.  

To get some insight into the compilation and mapping of OpenCL code onto FPGA, we 

study the intermediate reports generated by Intel’s OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchain. From our 

observations of the system viewer reports, it appears that the compiler breaks the code into blocks 

and generates a hardware module for each of these code blocks. Each module contains the logic 

necessary to implement the functionality of the corresponding code block, as well as the load units 

required by its memory operations. Although modules are not generated at the granularity of basic 

blocks (i.e., we observe instances where code blocks including branch instructions are mapped to 

a single module), control flow instructions are used to break the code into code blocks for module 

generation. In addition, we observe that the compiler tends to unroll small loops with known loop 
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trip counts, effectively limiting the number of control flow operations that can lead to separate 

code blocks. In summary, long straight-line code can result in large modules, decreasing the 

opportunities for hardware reuse.  

The original OpenCL code is automatically generated given an input NFA topology. In 

particular, the code generator processes the specified NFA topology transition-by-transition. For 

each positive and negative transition, it inserts a call to match_check and sv_update; for each 

wildcard and epsilon transition, it inserts a call to sv_update (Figure 10(b)). The resulting topology-

specific-traversal code has a “flat” structure. Our observation on module generation suggests that 

the large resource utilization of the “flat” code is likely due to the lack of branching instructions 

in the code, which results in a large module implementing all the state transitions, and in limited 

hardware reuse. Based on these observations, we introduce structural changes in the code without 

Table 5: Logic utilization and Line Of Code (LOC) 
of the original OpenCL code and the src-cfi code variant for various NFA topologies (datasets in Section 
V). The data are collected on an Intel Stratix V FPGA. Grey cells indicate designs that do not fit the 
considered FPGA. In these cases, since  place&route was not possible, the reported logic utilization is 
an estimate by the OpenCl-to-FPGA toolchain. 
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modifying its functionality. Specifically, we incrementally add control-flow statements to facilitate 

the generation of smaller modules.  

 As an example, Figure 12 (a) presents the system viewer report for a simple 

microbenchmark that includes 8 load, 4 store and a number of arithmetic instructions. As can be 

seen, this code leads to a single module that includes 8 load and 4 store units. However, dividing 

this flat code into two sections by adding control flow statements (as shown in Figure 12 (b)) 

results in a smaller block with only 4 load and 2 store units. The corresponding module is 

instantiated once. However, due to the presence of the loop, the module is now reused by the two 

code blocks corresponding to the two if-statements. Consequently, adding redundant control flow 

statements (while preserving the original code functionality) can significantly reduce the resource 

utilization of the OpenCL code. For the SIMD_NFA code, we add control flow statements in three 

stages: source-based, transition-based, and character-based insertion. The resulting code variants 

could be automatically generated by modifying the SIMD_NFA code generator. 

 Source-based control flow insertion (src-cfi) – We first insert a loop that iterates over 

the states of the NFA (line 1 of Figure 13). Then, for each NFA state, we introduce an if-block that 

encapsulates the logic related to the transitions outgoing from that state (i.e., the required calls to 

 

Figure 12: System viewer report of a simple microbenchmark application 
with a flat code comprising a total of 8 load (LD), 4 store (ST) and a number of arithmetic 

instructions (a) before and (b) after inserting a control-flow instruction. The system viewer report 
presents memory and control flow of each block in the design. 
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the match_check and sv_update functions). These added control flow statements (line 2, 17 and 18 

of Figure 13) allow the compiler to split the code into code blocks and, consequently, to generate 

smaller modules. Recall that, when a code block is executed in multiple iterations of a loop, its 

logic is instantiated only once. This allows logic reuse, not possible in the flat code. In addition, 

this motivates the insertion of the loop at line 1 of Figure 13, which is not required from a 

functional perspective. Table 5 (columns 13 and 16) reports the resource utilization of this code 

variant. We note that the implementation of the module corresponding to each source state depends 

 

Figure 13: NFA traversal pseudocode after control-flow insertion.The 
topology-specific-traversal function in part (b) refers to the NFA topology 

shown in (a). 
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on several factors. First, the outgoing transition types, leading to the instantiation of the appropriate 

bitmap logic from the sv_update function within the module. Second, the number of characters per 

transition, which defines the logic and the number of load units required by the match_check 

function. Third, the number of outgoing transitions, which indicates the number of instantiations 

of the logic associated to match_check and sv_update within the same module. If two source states 

have the same attributes, they can lead to the instantiation of the same module. To allow for module 

reuse, we aim to generate modules with similar logic. To this end, we gradually increase the 

number of control flow statements so as to allow breaking the topology-specific-traversal function 

into finer-grain code blocks.  

Transition-based control flow insertion (tx-cfi) – We further increase the amount of 

branching by adding to the code an if-block for each outgoing transition from a given state, and a 

for-loop encapsulating these if-blocks (line 3, 4, 13 and 15 of Figure 13). Here, the design of the 

module corresponding to a transition depends only on the transition type and the number of 

characters per transition. Therefore, this code change increases module granularity and the 

likelihood of having code blocks with similar logic requirements. This, in turn, facilitates code 

reuse (note that, as in the previous code change, the modules are instantiated within a loop). 

Character-based control flow insertion (char-cfi) –The match_check function iterates 

over all the characters triggering a transition (Figure 10, line 21). We aim to simplify the logic of 

the match_check function. For this purpose, we let this function check only one character by 

removing the loop at line 21 from match_check and let this function check only one character. The 

topology-specific-traversal function will then invoke match_check multiple times, once for each 

character of the transition. We then insert a loop in topology-specific-traversal to iterate over these 
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function calls, and if-statements to split the iterations into different modules (line 5,6 and 9 of 

Figure 13).  

It is important to note that nested loops can increase the complexity and the logic utilization 

of the kernel (this holds especially for single work-item kernels) [69]. To address this problem, we 

manually coalesce the loops of these three structural changes into one (placed at line 1 in Figure 

13).  

General applicability of control-flow insertion technique – In order to study the general 

applicability of this method to other applications, we used synthetic microbenchmarks similar to 

the one of Figure 12. Specifically, we first generated flat codes with different instruction mixes, 

and then we inserted (functionally unnecessary) control flow statements so as to allow the compiler 

to identify similar code blocks and enable module reuse. As in Figure 12(b), control flow insertion 

was done automatically by breaking the code into CFS equally sized code blocks, and inserting an 

external for-loop with CFS iterations and an if-statement around each of the CFS code blocks. We 

first constructed microbenchmarks with the same number of load and store operations but different 

arithmetic intensities (namely, 1, 2 and 4), and we inserted 5, 10 and 20 control flow statements 

into the flat code. As shown in Figure 14(a), control flow insertion results in up to 3.7x logic 

utilization reduction (with arithmetic intensity 4). We then studied the effect on resource utilization 

of the similarity between the code blocks generated by control flow insertion. The results of these 
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experiments are shown in Figure 14(b), where the arithmetic intensity is set to 1. The percentage 

of similarity refers to the number of arithmetic operations that are shared by the different code 

blocks. As expected, the best results are achieved when all the code blocks have the same structure. 

However, even if the arithmetic operations differ significantly across code blocks, the compiler 

leverages the number of load and store operations per block to generate smaller, reusable modules. 

We also verified that this decrease in logic utilization does not come at a performance cost even 

when the flat design fits the FPGA used. These results suggest the general applicability of our 

proposed control-flow-insertion technique beyond SIMD-NFA. 

4.6.2 Changes to the Memory Layout 

Figure 15 (a) shows the layout of the state vectors for the original OpenCL code. This 

layout, called work-group coalesced, allows subsequent work-items within the same work-group 

to access contiguous memory chunks. As a consequence, it is suitable for GPU, where work-items 

belonging to the same work-group are executed in parallel and contiguous memory accesses avoid 

 
Figure 14: Micro benchmark results(a),(b) Effect of control-flow insertion on logic 

utilization for microbenchmarks with different arithmetic intensities in (a), and different 
degrees of code similarity across blocks in (b). (c) Speedup of single work-item code 
using work-item coalesced layout over work-group coalesced layout. AdjAcc is the 

number of adjacent memory accesses per iteration. The size of the array processed is the 
same across experiments (8194 floats). 
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bank conflicts for local memory. The work-group coalesced layout, however, might not be optimal 

for FPGA, where the work-items within a work-group are executed in a pipelined fashion, rather 

than a SIMD-like fashion. Specifically, we note that single work-item kernels are executed 

sequentially and potentially present more locality per each loop iteration. This considered, on 

FPGA we also test the layouts of Figure 15(b). This layout, called work-item coalesced, stores the 

state vectors work-item by work-item. In other words, it groups together all the data processed by 

the same work-item.  

General applicability of work-item coalesced layout – In order to evaluate the generality 

of the work-item coalesced memory layout and its effectiveness, we created a microbenchmark 

that uses this layout for local memory. Specifically, the kernel code consists of three loops: (1) 

 
Figure 15: State vector layout  

for the NFA topology in Figure 1. For each state, each work-item has an associated 32-
bit word storing the activation bits corresponding to that particular state in 32 distinct 
NFAs. Section (a) shows the original work-group coalesced layout. In this layout, 
currentsv (in white) and futuresv (in grey) are placed in memory one after the other. For 
each state vector, 32-bit words processed by subsequent work-items are placed 
contiguously in memory. Section (b) shows our alternative work-item coalesced layout, 
with alternating placement of currentsv and futuresv. For each work-item, the two 32-bit 
words corresponding to currentsv and futuresv are stored contiguously in memory. 
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transfer of input array from global to local memory, (2) computation in local memory, (3) transfer 

of output array from local to global memory. Each iteration of loop (2) processes a variable number 

of adjacent elements (AdjAcc), affecting data locality. Figure 14(c) shows the speedup achieved 

using work-item coalesced over work-group coalesced layout. We observe slight speedups up to 

1.23x, 1.14x and 1.08x for arithmetic intensities 0.5, 1 and 2, respectively, and 32 adjacent accesses 

per iteration. The speedup plateaus beyond AdjAcc of 32. However, we did not observe 

performance benefits when the workitem-coalesced layout is used for global memory or with 

NDRange kernels. 

4.6.3 Changing the degree of NFA-level parallelism 

In SIMD_NFA each work-item traverses a batch of NFAs concurrently. In the original 

GPU code the batch size is set to 32, corresponding to the size of a warp (i.e., a SIMD unit on 

GPU). On FPGA, there is flexibility in the selection of the batch size. The batch size (Bsize) affects 

several aspects of the implementation. First, the chunks of the state vectors updated by each work-

item are of Bsize bits. Second, the transition characters’ array in global memory is accessed in 

chunks of Bsize bytes. Third, the mask generated by the match_check function consists of Bsize bits. 

As a consequence, the loop that fills that mask (line 23 in Figure 10) has Bsize iterations. Because 

it has a loop-carried dependency, that loop cannot be pipelined, and is automatically unrolled by 

the compiler. Thus, the number of instructions of the match_check function depends on the batch 

size. Reducing the number of instructions can simplify the resulting logic and enhance the clock 

rate. Lastly, decreasing the batch size increases the number of work-items required to support the 

same number of NFAs (and vice versa). In our experiments, we test a batch size of 8 (in addition 

to 32). 
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4.6.4 Best practice guide optimizations 

We used several techniques from Intel’s SDK for FPGA Best Practice Guide  [69] to reduce 

the logic utilization and improve the performance of the code. These include: explicitly indicating 

the number of work-items and the size of the local memory required (to prevent the compiler from 

using the 256 work-item and 16KB local memory default settings), using constant memory to 

allow faster accesses to transition characters, using the vector data type to increase the memory 

bandwidth efficiency, enabling automatic SIMD vectorization of loops, and using pipeline 

replication when the resource utilization of a single execution pipeline permits it. 

4.7 Hardware Considerations for FPGA 

In this section, we discuss hardware characteristics of our design derived from the analysis 

of the report.html file generated by Intel’s OpenCL-to-FPGA SDK. This file provides memory 

and area utilization data and information on loop structure and pipelining. After having identified 

hardware-specific bottlenecks of our design, we discuss the effect of various optimizations on 

those bottlenecks.  

The match_check function (section c of Figure 10) is the bottleneck of the SIMD_NFA 

design in terms of both resource utilization and throughput. We note that this is the portion of the 

code that accesses the transition symbol array (tx_symbol_arr) located in global memory, thus 

making the most use of global load units. According to the compiler report, even after applying 

the src-cfi structural changes, this block of code uses from 30% to 89% of the ALUT and FF 

resources allocated to the kernel (HDK8D1 single work-item and ER NDRange version). 

Moreover, profiling data collected during our experiments show that the load units allocated to 

this section of code stall the pipeline from 45% to 95% of the time across NFA topologies.  
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The other function used by the traversal code is sv_update (section d of Figure 10). This 

function performs solely bitwise logic operations on vectors stored on chip, and thus it uses mainly 

ALM and BRAM blocks. Similarly, the bitwise operations on persistent and future state vectors 

(lines 6 and 7 of Figure 10) require only ALM and BRAM blocks. Since they do not access off-

chip memory, the hardware modules corresponding to these portions of code do not cause major 

pipeline stalls. The only additional use of global memory is by the code at line 3 of Figure 10, 

which loads input characters from the input stream sequentially, requiring only one load unit. Since 

the resulting memory accesses are contiguous (and infrequent), they do not lead to pipeline stalls. 

Memory and area utilization – The hardware design generated from the flat code for the 

considered NFA topologies includes up to 185 burst-coalesced global load units and one burst-

coalesced global store unit. Burst-coalesced load/store units provide efficient contiguous global 

memory accesses by buffering requests until the largest possible burst of data can be transferred 

from/to global memory. This, however, comes at the cost of hardware complexity and additional 

FPGA resources [69]. Applying all the structural code changes, namely src-cfi, tx-cfi and char-cfi, 

reduces the number of load units to 9 on all considered NFA topologies for both single work-item 

and NDRange kernels. Using the vector data type further reduces the number of load units to 2. 

Finally, when using constant memory to store the transition characters, the OpenCL-to-FPGA 

offline compiler instantiates pipelined load units for the topology-specific-traversal function. 

Since pipelined load units are less expensive than burst-coalesced ones in terms of area, the use of 

constant memory allows an additional (even if slight) improvement on resource utilization. 

Loop structure and pipelining characteristics – The report.html file includes critical 

information on the hardware generated for each loop in the body of single work-item kernels. This 

information includes pipelining status, initiation interval, and scheduled maximum frequency. For 
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each pipelined loop, the initiation interval indicates the number of clock cycles between the launch 

of one loop iteration and the next, and is one of the main factors affecting performance. In the 

optimal case the initiation interval is equal to one, implying that one loop iteration is processed 

every clock cycle. We observe that, after applying the first structural code change, namely src-cfi, 

there are three loops inside the kernel that are performance bottlenecks: (i) the loop at line 1 of the 

pseudo-code of Figure 13, (ii and iii)   the loops required to implement the statements at lines 6 

and 7 of the pseudo-code of Figure 10. For different NFA topologies, loop (i) results to be either 

unpipelined, or pipelined with a large initiation interval (between 104 to 177). Applying the 

remaining structural code changes (lines 3 and 5 of Figure 13) allows a reduction in the initiation 

interval. Recall that we coalesce the loops of all structural changes into one. Implementing src-cfi, 

tx-cfi and char-cfi enables the pipelined implementation of the final coalesced loop and reduces 

the initiation interval to 65 and 66 across NFA topologies. It is worth noting that our experimental 

results show no changes in the value of the initiation intervals resulting from optimizations other 

than our proposed structural code changes. Loops (ii) and (iii) are used to update the state vectors 

stored in local memory after processing each input character, and they have initiation intervals 

equal to 98 and 95, respectively. Applying the wiCL optimization reduces the initiation intervals of 

these loops to 1 and 64 for all considered NFA topologies. These initiation interval reductions lead 

to considerable performance improvements. 
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4.8 Experimental Evaluation 

4.8.1 Hardware and Software Configuration 

Table 6 summarizes the hardware configuration of the SIMD platforms used in our 

experiments. We run our tests on three Nvidia GPUs with the following architectures: Kepler, 

Maxwell and Pascal. In the remainder of this section, we refer to them as GKep, GMax and GPas, 

respectively, as shown in the last column of Table 6. In addition, we use three Intel platforms with 

512-bit vector extensions: a Xeon Phi coprocessor, a Xeon Phi processor and a Xeon Skylake 

processor, and we refer to them as XCop, XPro and XSky, respectively. As can be seen, these 

devices differ not only in their architecture and degree of parallelism offered, but also in their 

cache configuration and memory bandwidth. 

Nvidia GPUs have a centralized L2 cache shared by all their SMs. All GPUs considered 

have a 12 GB device memory. GKep has a 64KB on-chip memory that can be used as L1 cache or 

shared memory (i.e., scratchpad memory). GMax and GPas are equipped with 96KB/SM on-chip 

memory. In all cases, each thread-block can be allocated up to 48KB of shared memory. We 

compiled our code using CUDA 9 toolchain and optimization level –O3. 

The Intel platforms considered have a distributed coherent L2 cache. XCop has a 0.5 MB 

L2 cache per x86-core and cores are interconnected through a 1-D bidirectional ring bus. XPro  

 

Table 6: Platform Summary 
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groups two x86-cores into a tile with a 1 MB L2 cache per tile. Each core is equipped with two 

512-bit VPUs. Tiles are connected through a cache-coherent, 2-D mesh interconnect. XSky is from 

Google Cloud. Since Google Cloud hides the CPU model name, we show the hardware 

information reported by the Linux utilities /proc/cpuinfo and lscpu. XSky has a 0.25 MB L2 cache 

per x86-core with the underlying interconnection of cores unknown to us. In addition, it has a 55 

MB shared L3 cache. For XCop, we use Intel Parallel Studio XE 17; for XPro and XSky, we use 

Intel Parallel Studio XE 18. We compile all codes with optimization level –O3. All the Intel 

devices except for XSky run REHL 7.5 OS, kernel v3.10. XSky runs on Google Cloud with Ubuntu 

18.04 LTS OS, kernel v4.15.  

For the FPGA experiments we use an Intel DE5-Net board, which includes a Stratix V 

FPGA (5SGXA7 family). The off-chip memory consists of 4 GB of DDR3 SDRAM, structured in 

two banks, with peak bandwidth of 25.6 GB/s. The on-chip memory consists of 2,560 M20K 

memory blocks, each 20 Kbits in size. The FPGA includes 234,720 Adaptive Logic Modules 

(ALMs), each containing a LUT and 4 registers, and 256 DSP blocks. The host side program runs 

 

Table 7: NFA dataset topology and traversal characteristics 

Datasets Topology Characteristics Traversal 
states tx persist. 

states 
wildcard 

tx 
negative 

tx 
epsilon 

tx 
# 

matches 
activation 

ratio 

Fermi 18 26 1 13 0 0 8417 19.97 
SPM 21 47 2 1 17 0 10298 11.29 
ER 72 196 1 0 47 0 4011 1.49 

HD_small 17 24 1 0 8 0 90 0.48 
HD_large 78 132 1 0 57 0 1624 0.89 
LD_small 18 42 1 17 0 8 7398 18.94 
LD_large 84 320 1 123 0 116 32178 17.08 
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on an Intel processor with a 64-bit Red Hat OS. We use Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL Standard 

Edition v. 18.1.0 to compile and synthesize our OpenCL code. 

4.8.2 Datasets Characteristics 

NFA datasets – In our evaluation, we use five fixed-topology NFA datasets from [30], 

namely: Fermi, Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM), Entity Resolution (ER), Hamming Distance 

(HD) and Levenshtein Distance (LD) NFAs. Fermi is used in physics applications to find paths of 

high-energy particles; SPM aims to identify groups of related items in a textual input; ER is 

designed to find a set of predefined names within an input text, and does so by mapping those 

names onto Hamming distance NFAs; HD and LD NFAs aim to identify substrings of length k in 

an input text within Hamming and Levenshtein distance d from a given pattern, respectively. While 

HD NFAs only identify approximate matches with character substitutions, LD NFAs take into 

consideration also character insertions and deletions. We generate moderately small (k=8, d=1) 

and large (k=20, d=3) HD and LD NFAs by extracting motifs of size 8 and 20 from a sequence of 

genes. Since large HD and LD NFAs with (k=20, d=3) does not fit on our target FPGA, we use 

(k=20, d=1) as the configuration for large HD and LD datasets for FPGA experiments. All datasets 

have 2048 patterns. Since we set the batch size to 32, these patterns are mapped to 2 CUDA thread-

blocks (each consisting of 32 threads) on GPUs and similarly for NDRange version of the code on 

FPGA, these patterns map on two work-groups, each containing 32 work-items. In case of Intel 

platforms, these patterns map to 4 hardware threads (each associated 16 vector lanes). 

Input streams –We simulate the NFA traversal using a number of 15 KB traces. For LD 

and HD NFAs, the traces contain different gene sequences. For other datasets, we build the input 

streams using the trace generator [51] with 50 percent probability of moving deeper into the NFA 

structure. 
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Table 7 summarizes the topology characteristics of each dataset and the traversal statistics 

collected using the input traces considered. The topology characteristics (columns 2-7) are on a 

single NFA, while the traversal data (columns 8-9) are computed by averaging the traversal 

statistics collected on 8 input streams over the whole dataset (i.e., 2048 NFAs). Columns 4-7 show 

the distribution of the types of transitions. For wildcard transitions, we differentiate the self-loops 

belonging to persistent states (column 4) from more generic wildcard transitions (column 5) 

because they are handled differently. Traversal statistics include the maximum number of matches 

(column 8) and the activation ratio (last column), that is, the ratio of the average number of active 

states to the total number of states. Topology characteristics affect the traversal statistics. For 

example, datasets with high density of wildcard transitions (e.g., Fermi and LD) show high 

activation ratio. Epsilon transitions contribute to increase the activation ratio of LD. Since negative 

transitions are taken on most of the input symbols, they can lead to an increase in the activation 

ratio depending on the structure of the NFA. One example is SPM, where most of the negative 

transitions are self-loops that maintain the states’ activation, leading to a high activation ratio. 

 
                                            (a) Nvidia GPUs                                 (b) Intel SIMD platforms 
Figure 16: Throughput results.Vertical axes are in logarithmic scale. In both charts, bars with the 
same color correspond to the same device. Solid and slanted bars correspond to SIMD_NFA and 

iNFAnt variants, respectively. 
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However, since the HD and ER NFAs do not include such self-loops, their activation ratios are 

lower. 

4.8.3 GPU and Intel Platforms Performance Analysis 

Throughput – We define the traversal throughput as #	)D	.&!*#_-#%$"9-×.&!*#_-#%$"9_-./$
#%"E$%-"A_#.9$

	. For the 

devices operating as coprocessors (i.e., GPUs and XCop), the traversal time includes the time to 

transfer the information required by the traversal from host to device, the kernel execution time 

and the time required to copy the results back to the host. For the other devices, the traversal time 

is equal to the kernel execution time alone. Figure 16 reports the throughput achieved by our 

SIMD_NFA and the baseline iNFAnt implementations on all target platforms for the datasets in 

Table 7. The results are arranged along the x-axis from left to right based on the size of the NFA 

topology (column 2 in Table 7). For each dataset, we  use the minimum number of input streams 

that guarantees full device occupancy (stream_count parameter discussed in Section 4.4). Overall, 

we observe that the characteristics of the NFA topology (Table 7) and the device architecture are 

the prominent factors that affect the results of SIMD_NFA and baseline iNFAnt implementations 

in different ways. 

Figure 16(a) reports the throughputs of SIMD_NFA and iNFAnt+ on GPU devices. For 

iNFAnt+, we found 256 to be the optimal thread-block size; for SIMD_NFA, we configured the 

kernel as discussed earlier. We discuss how different NFA topology characteristics affect the 

performance of SIMD_NFA and iNFAnt+. First, for activation ratio and the number of states, we 

recall that SIMD_NFA processes sequentially all the NFA states independent of their activation 

status. iNFAnt+, however, performs less processing for states that are inactive. As a consequence, 

when compared to iNFAnt+, SIMD_NFA is penalized on topologies with a low activation ratio 

and a large number of states. For example, in case of ER, iNFAnt+ surpasses SIMD_NFA on all 3 
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GPU devices by a factor up to 4.2x. Additionally, in case of HD_large, iNFAnt+ outperforms 

SIMD_NFA on GPas and GMax by a factor up to 2.8x. Second, wildcard transitions (except for 

those from self-loops) are handled differently by SMID_NFA and iNFAnt+. While SIMD_NFA 

requires no memory accesses for handling wildcard transitions, iNFAnt+ is penalized by the 

unavoidable memory accesses. For example, on Fermi, where the majority of the transitions are 

forward-wildcard transitions, SIMD_NFA outperforms iNFAnt+ by a factor 3.3x-7.4x on the GPU 

devices. Third, we recall that persistent states are handled by SIMD_NFA and iNFAnt+ similarly 

with bit-vector operations. However, a high density of persistent states tends to cause a higher 

activation ratio, favoring SIMD_NFA over iNFAnt+. Fourth, regarding negative transitions, since 

iNFAnt+ does not perform a special handling of negative transitions, these transitions tend to 

increase its memory footprint. This can have a more noticable effect on older GPUs with lower 

memory bandwidth. For example, for SPM,  SIMD_NFA outperforms iNFAnt+ by a 1.7x factor 

on GKep, but not on later devices. Lastly, epsilon transitions handling is more efficient in 

SIMD_NFA (e.g., see LD). This can be expected, since they increase the activation ratio and lead 

to synchronization overhead for iNFAn+. To conclude, the throughput of SIMD_NFA averaged 

over the 7 datasets is 4.18, 2.44 and 1.08 (MB/s) on GPas, GMax and GKep, respectively, while 

for iNFAnt+ it is 2.84, 1.55 and 0.33 (MB/s) on GPas, GMax and GKep, respectively. In both 

cases, the throughput increases with the GPU generation. Interestingly, SIMD_NFA outperforms 

iNFAnt+ by a factor up to 4x on GKep, and by only a factor up to 1.56x and 1.43x on GMax and 

Gpas, respectively. This is partially because iNFAnt+ is memory-bounded and the memory 

bandwidth has been increased in more recent GPU architectures (see Table 6). 

Figure 16(b) reports the throughput of SIMD_NFA and iNFAntx86 on Intel SIMD devices. 

We recall that iNFAntx86 is a baseline implementation for Intel devices that uses iNFAnt memory-
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layout and stream-level parallelization. We expect the currentsv and futuresv bitmaps to be cached 

for both SIMD_NFA and iNFAntx86. We recall that the L2 cache size is the limiting factor for the 

number of hardware threads (HTs) to be spawn on a core. SIMD_NFA requires 4 VPUs to handle 

2048 patterns. Since iNFAntx86 does not use the VPUs and performs stream-level parallelization, 

in iNFAntx86 all the patterns are assigned to a single HT. The per-HT memory footprint for the 

currentsv and futuresv bitmaps ranges from 2.125 to 10.5 KB for SIMD_NFA and from 8.5 to 42 

KB for iNFAntx86. Thus, spawning all HTs on a core does not saturate the L2 cache on any of the 

three target Intel SIMD devices. Due to their number of HTs, we process 64, 6 and 60 input streams 

for SIMD_NFA and 256, 24 and 240 input streams for iNFAntx86 on XProc, XSky and XCop, 

respectively. We observe that the topology characteristics affect the throughput on Intel SIMD 

devices similarly as on GPUs. For SIMD_NFA, the throughputs averaged over the seven datasets 

are 2.7, 2.1 and 0.5 MB/s on XPro, XSky and XCop, respectively. XCop exhibits the worst 

performance due to several reasons. First, it is the oldest architecture among the three; second, it 

has the lowest memory bandwidth; third, its cores execute in order. XSky and XPro are later 

 

Table 8: Profiling results on HD large dataset 

Results on GPas 
Type Metric SIMD_NFA iNFAnt+ 
Global 
Mem. 

gld efficiency (%) 99.99 82.57 
gld load (million) 48.3 111.91 

Shared 
Mem. 

shared mem efficiency(%) 100 3.83 
shared mem atomics(million) 0 3 
ld/st bank conflict (million) 0 6.39 

Diverg. warp efficiency (%) 100 78.57 
Results on XPro 
Metric SIMD_Fn1 SIMD_Fn2 iNFAntx86 
L2 Hit Rate 100% 100% 90.2% 
L2 Hit Bound 11.97% 14% 0.9% 
L2 Miss Bound 0% 0% 1.3% 
CPI 2.36 3.85 2.633 
# of Instruction/64s  767559 154856 5450077 
Memory Bandwidth 4.218 GB/s 14.789 GB/s 
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architectures with out-of-order execution and higher memory bandwidth. Among these two, XPro 

reports the better performance because it has over 66 x86-cores and two VPUs per core, leading 

to significantly higher parallelism than XSky. Unlike on GPUs, SIMD_NFA outperforms iNFAntx86 

on all datasets by an average factor of 11.17x, 10.72x and 46.4x on XPro, XSky and XCop, 

respectively. Recall that iNFAntx86 implementation uses only the scalar CPU cores; therefore, 

iNFAntx86 leverages only thread-level parallelism.  

Figure 16(b) also illustrates the throughput difference between the GPU and Intel SIMD 

devices for SIMD_NFA. By comparing the average throughput of SIMD_NFA on GPU devices 

with that on Intel SIMD devices, we observe that on  small datasets GPUs surpass Intel devices by 

an average factor of 1.4x-1.6x. However, Intel SIMD devices outperform GPUs on large datsets 

(ER, HD_large and LD_large) by an average factor of 1.5x-1.9x. This is due to the efficient 

caching mechanism on Intel SIMD devices that can favor datasets with large memory utilization. 

Profiling Metrics – We profiled SIMD_NFA and the baseline iNFAnt+ and iNFAntx86 

implementations with all input datasets on GPas and XPro, which report the best performance 

among the GPUs and the Intel platforms, respectively. We found that, even if the throughput is 

dataset dependent, the profiling data show similar trends on all datasets for both platforms. 

Therefore, in the interest of space, in Table 8 we show the profiling data only for HD_large. 

On GPas, we conducted profiling tests on one input stream using NVIDIA profiler. We 

show three class of profiling metrics, namely: global memory, shared memory and warp 

divergence. For global memory we focus only on load instructions (the store instruction is invoked 

only once at the end of traversal). The memory efficiency shows the ratio of memory used to the 

memory requested in percentage terms. This is a measure of the amount of memory bandwidth 

wasted due to using only a portion of the data fetched from memory. Nvidia GPUs fetch 128 bytes 
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per memory transaction. The amount of data required by iNFAnt+ varies at each traversal step, 

since it depends on the amount of NFA transitions associated to each input symbol. On the other 

hand, for SIMD_NFA the memory usage remains equal to (𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐷_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ) for the whole 

traversal. The number of load instructions issued by iNFAnt+ is up to 13.42x that of SIMD_NFA. 

Global and shared memory show similar trends. iNFAnt+ suffers from low shared memory 

efficiency due to accessing nearby sections of the state vector. We observe that SIMD_NFA’s state 

vector arrangement enables optimal accesses in addition to avoiding shared memory bank conflicts 

and atomics. As a measure of divergence, we use warp efficiency, which is the ratio of the average 

number of active threads during execution to the maximum number of threads per warp. We recall 

that SIMD_NFA is subject to warp divergence only when comparing the transition and input 

symbols. This divergence, however, is covered by predication, leading to full warp efficiency. For 

iNFAnt+, on the other hand, warp divergence can occur both when processing the transitions and 

updating the futuresv array. 

The Intel Vtune profiler used on XPro provides function-specific information. For 

SIMD_NFA we report the profiling results for match_check and character_transition_update 

(SIMD_Fn1 and SIMD_Fn2 columns in Table 8), which, on average, account for 83% and 8% of 

the total running time, respectively. As can be seen, compared with iNFAntx86, SIMD_NFA yields 

better results for L2 cache-related metrics. SIMD_NFA has a higher L2 hit rate than iNFAnt86 

because it caches in L2 frequently used data structures (i.e., currentsv and futuresv). SIMD_NFA 

has also higher L2 hit bound and lower L2 miss bound than iNFAntx86, indicating that a higher 

percentage of its running time is spent on L2 hits and a lower percentage on L2 misses. For the 

Clock Ticks Per Instruction Retired (CPI) metric, the match_check function (SIMD_Fn1) reports 

2.36 and character_transition_update function (SIMD_Fn2) reports 3.85 with the former being 
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better than iNFAntx86 and the latter being worse. Since match_check takes more than 80% of the 

SIMD_NFA running time, SIMD_NFA in general yields better CPI than iNFAntx86. We also report 

the number of instructions retired when processing 64 input streams (# of Instructions/64s) for 

each implementation. As can be seen, SIMD_NFA generates fewer instructions than iNFAntx86 by 

a factor of ~4.9x. We report the memory bandwidth utilization in the last row. Although neither 

implementation shows high memory utilization, SIMD_NFA uses ~3.5 times less memory 

bandwidth than iNFAntx86. With higher L2 cache hit rate (almost 100% for most datasets), 

SIMD_NFA is more memory-efficient than iNFAntx86.  

In summary, these profiling results confirm that we have achieved our goals of reducing 

the memory bandwidth utilization, optimizing the memory accesses and limiting the thread/warp 

divergence.  

Energy and Power Consumption - We measured the energy and power consumption of 

SIMD_NFA and baseline iNFAnt implementations on Gpas and XPro, and averaged the results 

over the seven datasets. On Gpas, we used NVIDIA power sensors and collected the power 

consumption (in Watts). The averaged power consumption of SIMD_NFA and iNFAnt+ are 166.4 

and 250.6 W, respectively. On XPro, we used PAPI  [70] to collect power and energy consumption, 

which is a consolidated practice validated by previous studies [71, 72]. We observe that the CPU 

and memory modules of XPro exhibit different behaviors. The CPU module reports 23% higher 

power consumption but 81% less energy consumption with SIMD_NFA than with iNFAntx86. This 

meets our expectation. With SIMD_NFA, the CPU module is more power-hungry due to its use of 

VPUs, but more energy-efficient due to the shorter running time. The memory module reports 31% 

less power consumption and 89% less energy consumption with SIMD_NFA than with iNFAntx86. 

This proves that SIMD_NFA is less power-hungry and more energy-efficient than the memory-
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centric iNFAntx86 implementation. Combing the results of the CPU and memory modules, 

SIMD_NFA reports 125.6 J energy consumption and 191.2 W power consumption, while 

iNFAntx86 reports 1905.4 J and 160.2 W. We find SIMD_NFA to be 19% more power-hungry yet 

15x more energy-efficient than iNFAntx86. 

Memory Requirement - To compare the memory requirements of different designs, we 

focus on the data structures holding NFA topology information due to the similar sizes of state 

vectors (currentsv and futuresv) across designs. For SIMD_NFA, these data structures are transition 

symbols array and persistentsv. The number of bits required to store them is: 

The symbols_count is the number of symbols associated to NFA transitions (wildcard is 

excluded because it requires no storage). We recall that for iNFAnt+ and iNFAntx86, NFA is 

described by src array, dst array, an offset array (for each symbol in the alphabet) and persistentsv. 

The memory requirement for iNFAnt+ in terms of bytes is:  

The txcount represents the transitions count per simd_unit. Since the state identifier width of 

iNFAntx86 is twice that of iNFAnt+, iNFAntx86 requires twice memory storage for the src and dst 

arrays. Across our 7 datasets, SIMD_NFA, iNFAnt+ and iNFAntx86 require 80-248 KB, 16-247 

MB and 32-495 MB of memory, respectively. Overall, memory requirement of SIMD_NFA is 

smaller than those of iNFAnt+ and iNFAntx86 by average factors of 379.7x and 759.2x, 

respectively. iNFAnt+ requires approximately half of the iNFAntx86 storage. 

NFA_INFO_MEMSIMD_NFA =𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ×
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑁𝐹𝐴_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒	 + 	𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ×
𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑑_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡. 

 
 

 

NFA_INFO_MEMINFANT+=(𝑇𝑋ABCDE ×
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 + 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑡_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) × 2 × 2 ×
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑑_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 + (𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑡_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 1) ×
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑑_𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 4 + 𝑁𝐹𝐴_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ×
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ÷ 8. 
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4.8.4 FPGA Performance Analysis 

Figure 17 illustrates throughput, logic and BRAM utilization resulting from applying the 

optimizations to the original OpenCL kernel. Missing data in the charts correspond to designs that 

do not fit the FPGA (due to high logic and BRAM requirements). From left to right, we sort NFA 

datasets based on their sizes (i.e., the number of states) and we show results from incrementally 

performing the following optimizations to the flat code: source-based control flow insertion (src-

cfi), transition- and char-based control flow insertion (tx-cfi + char-cfi), work-item coalesced local 

memory layout (wiCL) for single work-item kernels, vector data type usage, constant memory 

usage to store frequently accessed transitions, batch size of 8 (batch-8) usage. Since batch-8 

significantly reduces throughput, we implement the remaining optimizations to the constant 

version of the code (which encapsulates all previous code changes – from src-cfi to vector). These 

remaining optimizations are: 2 levels of automatic SIMD parallelization (SIMD), and pipeline 

replication (PR). Note that, except for the batch-8 optimization, the batch size is set to 32.  

 
Figure 17: Throughput speedup, logic utilization and RAM Block utilizationsof NDRange kernels 

(top) and single work-item kernels (bottom.) 
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Throughput –The traversal throughput is defined as 3&!*#_-./$×-#%$"9_()*&#	
$@$(*#.)&_#.9$

, where the 

execution time is the running time of the kernel and does not include data transfers between host 

and device. High-level observations include: First, single work-item kernels in most cases yield 

lower throughput than NDRange ones. We recall that, on FPGA, the presence of synchronization 

in the code can lead to inefficiencies due to pipeline flushes. Thus, by avoiding the need for 

synchronization, the single work-item model is a good fit for codes that would require 

synchronization if executed in a thread-parallel fashion. Since SIMD_NFA is synchronization-free 

by design, an NDRange implementation can provide higher parallelism and lead to better 

performance. Second, for almost all NDRange kernels, the best throughput is achieved when 

applying all optimization up to SIMD, while PR does not improve the results. For single work-

item kernels, the use of constant memory leads to the best throughputs. During compilation we set 

the target clock frequency to 240MHz, and the reports show a resulting effective clock frequency 

varying between 150MHz and 250MHz across datasets and code variants. Below, we discuss in 

more details how the considered optimizations affect performance. 

vector – Execution profiling results show that the use of vector variables allows full 

memory bandwidth efficiency and removes global memory stalls (i.e. one of our main inefficiency 

causes) completely, allowing for significant speedups (up to 2.4x for NDRange and 4.3x for single 

work-item kernels). 

constant – Constant memory operates as an on-chip cache and offers higher load/store 

bandwidth than global memory at a significant miss latency cost. Single work-item kernels benefit 

from constant memory (leading to an average 121% speedup over the vector code variant), except 

for LDK8D1. Due to the limited number of loads required by LDK8D1, the cost of cold cache 

misses is not amortized by the cache hit speedup. In case of NDRange kernels, we observe an 
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increase in miss rate, likely due to changes in load order due to pipelining. We note that changing 

the size of constant cache does not significantly change the performance.  

We also tested placing the transition characters array in local memory. This is possible only 

for small datasets that fit the limited local memory capacity. For these datasets, the local memory 

results are similar to the constant memory ones. Therefore, in Figure 17 we only show the results 

reported using constant memory.  

SIMD and PR – We recall that SIMD and PR are best practice optimizations specific to 

NDRange kernels, and they allow work-item and work-group level parallelism, respectively. PR 

results in a consistent throughput decrease. The profiling information suggests that the higher 

degree of parallelism comes at the cost of an increased constant memory miss rate, leading to the 

observed performance degradation. Yet, SIMD parallelization increases memory coalescing and 

offers the best throughput.  

Resource utilization – As measure of resource utilization, we report logic and BRAM 

utilization data. Logic utilization data indicate the percentage utilization of the ALMs available on 

the device. Quartus provides these reports after place&route. High-level observations include: 

First, single work-item kernels require more resources than NDRange ones. Second, using vector 

variables for single work-item kernels is the most effective optimization on resource utilization. 

For NDRange kernels, after structural code changes allowing the code to fit FPGA, batch-8 is the 

most impactful in reducing resource utilization. More details are discussed below.  

Structural code changes – We recall that the original flat code does not fit the considered 

FPGA for any of the datasets. While applying the src-cfi optimization allows us to fit most of the 

datasets on FPGA, applying tx-cfi and char-cfi on top of it does not lead to a significant reduction 

in logic and BRAM utilization. For NDRange kernels, Fermi benefits the most from tx-cfi+char-
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cfi with a 34% and a 51% logic and BRAM usage reduction. Among our datasets, Fermi has the 

most irregular topology with the number of transitions’ characters per state varying between one 

to four. Using finer-grained structural changes, therefore, increases the opportunities of code reuse, 

leading to lower resource utilization. 

vector – Vector variables improve resource utilization by reducing the number of load units 

by a factor of 8. Subsequently, according to the compiler report, a considerable amount of logic is 

dedicated to the board interface and the global interconnect.  

batch-8 – Using a reduced batch size has a clear benefit on the resource utilization of 

NDRange kernels. However, this comes at the cost of reduced throughput. This is because the 

reduction of the batch size by a factor of four calls for an increase in the number of work-items by 

the same factor. 

Finally, as expected, logic utilization grows in the same direction as the number of LOC 

(compare LOC in Table 5 with the logic utilization in Figure 17). Single work-item kernels tend 

to be larger than NDRange ones, and they show a slightly looser relationship between LOC and 

logic utilization. We attribute this to the more complex control logic required by single work-item 

kernels to implement loop-level pipelining.  

Power consumption – We used the quartus_pow utility to gather an estimate of the power 

consumption on the FPGA board. Since this command provides only the estimated power 

consumption of the FPGA, we add 2.34W to account for the two memory modules on the board 

[73]. The resulting estimated power consumption of the of src-cfi code variant averaged over the 

considered NFA topologies is 17.9W and 20.7W for NDRange and single work-item kernels, 

respectively. The power consumption of the other code variants differs from that of src-cfi by up 

to 5W. 
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4.9 Related works 

4.9.1 Memory-based Automata Processing Acceleration Related Works 

Previous efforts have proposed memory-based designs for Levenshtein and Hamming 

Distance NFAs. In our previous work  [74] we have taken advantage of the grid topology of these 

NFAs to propose an efficient GPU implementation. For each active state, the grid structure allows 

identifying the destination state based on the position of the source state. As in this work, the 

memory is used only to store the symbols driving the transitions and the input streams. That work, 

however, is specific to LD and HD NFAs and does not apply to generic NFA topologies. LD/HD 

matching has been implemented not only using NFA-based solutions  [58, 59], but also leveraging 

other algorithmic methods, such as dynamic programming [59] and multi-level hash tables [30]. 

Chac et al.  [75] and Nvidia’s NVBIO library  [76]  accelerate LD similarity on GPU using dynamic 

programming-based approaches. In particular, the method proposed by Chac et al. [75] is based 

on Myers’ bit-vector algorithm for approximate string matching [77], and it computes the 

Levenshtein distance between two strings of length k by building a score matrix of size k*(k+1). 

This method suffers from high memory requirements. The NVBIO library  [76] includes several 

aligners based on dynamic programming schemes. Their edit distance aligner for Levenshtein 

utilizes Myers’ algorithm and a similar method is used for the hamming distance aligner with 

slightly different scoring system. Therefore, NVBIO suffers from memory requirement issues. 

Tuan et al.  [78] implemented another NFA-based framework for LD matching. They perform the 

matching process by streaming an input string of length k into a bit-encoded NFA which represents 

another string of the same size. The matching process involves bitwise operations amongst words 

that correspond to each row of the LD NFA. They evaluated this method on Xeon Phi with auto 
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and manual vectorization. Differently from these techniques, our framework is designed to support 

generic fixed-topology NFAs rather than only Hamming and Levenshtein distance automata. 

4.9.2 OpenCL to FPGA Study Related Works 

Zohouri et al. [65] evaluated the performance and power consumption of six applications 

from Rodinia benchmark suite [79] on two Altera FPGA devices. They studied several best 

practice optimization techniques including: pipeline replication, loop unrolling, etc. Their analysis 

shows that direct ports of GPU-optimized code do not perform well on FPGA. However, FPGA-

specific best practice optimizations can significantly improve the performance of the OpenCL code 

and, while not necessarily allowing the same performance as on modern GPUs, they can lead to 

more power-efficient implementations. Additionally, they tested CFD application that similar to 

SIMD_NFA has no synchronization overhead and they report similar results between NDRange 

and single work-item kernels  

Krommydas et al.  [66] performed a similar analysis on several OpenCL kernels from the 

OpenDwarfs benchmark suite  [80]. Their study investigates the following aspects: pipeline 

parallelism on single work-item kernels, manual and compiler vectorization, static coalescing, 

pipeline replication, and inter-kernel channels. Some of their findings that relate to our 

observations are as follows. First, single work-item kernels often result in better performance than 

NDRange ones (this is coherent with the findings in  [65]). Second, manual optimizations result in 

more substantial performance gains compared to automatic ones. while on many memory-bound 

kernels compiler vectorization and pipeline replication are not effective, manual vectorization can 

allow for efficient memory coalescing and improve performance. In general, automatic OpenCL 

compiler optimizations often bring little benefit on FPGA, and manual optimizations are required 

to achieve more substantial performance gains. Luo et al.  [68] investigated the effect of three 
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manual code optimizations on another OpenCL application with irregular memory access patterns. 

Their analysis shows that these optimizations provide better energy efficiency on FPGA while not 

affecting the behavior of the code on CPU.  

Hassan et al. [67] explored FPGA-specific optimizations for irregular OpenCL applications 

suffering from unpredictable control flows, irregular memory accesses and work imbalance among 

work-items. Their analysis covers three directions: exploiting parallelism at different levels, 

optimizing floating-point operations and minimizing data movement across the memory hierarchy. 

SIMD_NFA, however, does not present their target code patterns. Thus, their optimizations are 

orthogonal to the ones considered here. 

4.10 Discussion 

In summary, we observe that the characteristics of the NFA topology affect the 

performance of SIMD_NFA and baseline implementations differently. SIMD_NFA sequentially 

processes all the NFA states independently of their activation status, while iNFAnt variants 

performs less processing for states that are inactive. Therefore, SIMD_NFA is penalized on 

topologies with a low activation ratio and a large number of states (e.g. ER). Transition types also 

affect the performance. Negative and wildcard transitions tend to increase the memory footprints 

in baseline implementation (e.g., Fermi and SPM) and epsilon transitions handling increases the 

activation ratio (i.e., the ratio of the average number of active states to the total number of states) 

and leads to synchronization overheads for iNFAnt+ (e.g., ER). SIMD_NFA shows noticeable 

benefits on older platforms with lower memory bandwidth [81]. 

We also we have explored the FPGA deployment of an FSA. After having verified that the 

naïve porting of its OpenCL code using the Intel OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchain leads to 

implementations that do not even fit a reasonably equipped FPGA board, we have proposed 
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optimizations at the level of the OpenCL code to effectively retarget the code to FPGA. Our results 

show that our proposed techniques, along with best-practice optimization mechanisms, lead to 

significant improvements in terms of throughput and resource utilization. Some of the proposed 

techniques (i.e., control-flow insertion and changes to the memory layout) can be generalized to 

other applications [82].
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CHAPTER 5 

FST Processing Acceleration 

Data transformation is required in a variety of data processing and analytics domains. Many 

of these applications process a large volume of unstructured data under real-time constraints. For 

example, many genomics applications require transforming a large amount of DNA and RNA 

sequences into protein sequences. Big data analytic systems such as Spark [35, 36] and Vertica 

[37] perform data transformation operations such as data compression, decompression, 

serialization, deserialization, and error correction. Since these tasks are branch and memory-

intensive, they are usually the bottleneck of the data analytics systems. These transformations lack 

an efficient computational abstraction and thus are realized with narrowly specialized accelerators.   

Finite State Transducer (FST) is a computational abstraction at the core of data 

transformation with a strong theoretical foundation [24-28]. By enhancing the performance of FST 

processing, we accelerate all tasks that are expressed through FST abstraction without the need for 

many application-specific accelerators. However, there is a lack of research on FST acceleration 

using hardware accelerators. In this section, we study the acceleration of the Deterministic Finite 

State Transducer (DFST) by exploiting the Unstructured Data Processor (UDP) [29]. UDP is a 

programmable accelerator designed for general data transformation tasks. While UDP has proven 
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to be an effective accelerator for data transformation tasks, delivering on the average 20-fold 

performance of an x86 core, it lacks a high-level programming model.  

Therefore, we aim to develop a software stack that efficiently maps the FST computational 

model onto UDP. For this purpose, we investigate the use of the DFST abstraction model to 

describe the data encoding and compression algorithms included in Parquet [83], a popular 

column-oriented data storage format used in big data analytics systems. The DFST abstraction 

falls short of supporting these applications, and therefore, we extend the DFST abstractions (called 

eDFST) by memory variables and conditional statements. We map the data transformation 

applications onto UDP by reforming the eDFST model to comply with the UDP ISA and identify 

the limitations of UDP ISA to support generic data transformation applications.  We additionally 

adapt the DFST reduction techniques to decrease the size of eDFST and consequently the UDP 

code size. Finally, we implement the target data compression and encoding algorithms onto UDP 

using the eDFST form.  

5.1 Background 

5.1.1 UDP 

UDP is a programable accelerator for unstructured data that has proven effective in 

acceleration of diverse set of transformation and data processing tasks such as encoding/decoding, 

compression/decompression, parsing, pattern matching and histogram. UDP is designed to address 

the most challenging issues that cause inefficiency in supporting data transformation applications, 

in many of the common general-purpose processors such as CPU and GPU. These issues rise from 

common characteristics of data transformation applications such as indirection-intensive 

processing, variable size data processing, and computations on small chucks of data. To address 

these issues and enhance the performance and efficiency of such tasks, UDP is equipped with key 
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architectural features such as multi-way dispatch, variable-size symbols support, flexible-source 

dispatch and memory addressing flexibility. Such features specifically benefit applications that are 

branch-intensive and those that are symbol and pattern oriented. 

UDP design consists of 64 lanes that can be programmed to work in parallel. Therefore, 

UDP can take advantage of the existing parallelism opportunities in many of data transformation 

tasks. Each of these lanes contain 16 32-bit general-purpose scalar data registers in addition to a 

stream buffer with an automatic indexing management and stream prefetching logic. Furthermore, 

these lanes share a 1MB multi-bank local memory in addition to a shared 64X2048-bit wide vector 

register. The local memory has a total of 512 GB/s read/write memory bandwidth and it has a 

predictable latency. UDP ASIC is implemented in 28nm CMOS and with the local memory it has 

an area of 8.69mm2. UDP achieves 1 GHz clock at 864 milliwatts.  

UDP is built upon Unified Automata Processor (UAP) [21]. UAP is novel customized 

architecture for processing various types of FSA models which is designed to provide magnitudes 

of clock rate and energy efficiency compared to other counterpart general-purpose FSA processing 

platforms such as CPUs and GPUs. The UAP ISA contains multiple transition primitive that allows 

the support for multiple FSA models. UDP adapts UAP ISA and expands it. UDP ISA contains a 

total of 7 transition primitives and 50 action instructions. These actions implement a set of logical, 

arithmetic, memory, and predicate operations. 

5.1.2 FST Processing 

Figure 18 presents the schema of Deterministic FST (DFST) processing in black. The FST 

model includes an input and output tape and a topology. FST processes a stream of input symbols, 

fetched from an input tape, and generates an output stream on the output tape.  The topology 
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includes states and transitions that control the FST processing. The FST is traversed by moving 

from one state to another via transitions leading to the output stream generation. Each transition is 

associated with a source and destination state and is labeled by a symbol. A match between the 

transition label and the input symbol triggers the transition. If the transition label is ε, which 

represents an empty symbol, the transition is unconditionally triggered. The activation of each 

state triggers a state action to generate 0 or 1 output symbols. Figure 19 shows the topology of a 

DFST that exchanges "art" and "at" words. The transitions labels are placed on top of each 

transition, and the states are labeled by their output symbol located in a box below each state. In 

this example, the output stream generation should start after matching one of the words at state 2 

or 6. The states traversed before the match do not generate an output symbol. This is equivalent to 

 
Figure 18: eDFST-based data transformation schema 

Orange elements denote our extensions to DFST. State actions (memory or output tape 
update) are shown in boxes below each state. The predicate condition of state 2 is shown 
on top of the state in a dashed box. Dashed transitions denote non-consuming predicate-

driven transitions. The memory and output tape are updated by processing “bc”. The 
action of state 0 is performed in the initial step of the traversal, which indicated the 

activation on state 0.
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the generation of the ε. Thus, these states are labeled by ε symbol. Moreover, to generate the entire 

output word after the match, ε transitions allow for activation of other states that print the 

remaining symbols.  

FST appears in a Deterministic (DFST), a Non-deterministic (NFST) form. In the case of 

the DFST, each input sequence is processed by a unique path in DFST, and there is at most one 

outgoing transition per symbol for each state. The DFST definition in literature does not include 

the e transition [84]. However, here, we have the e transition, but considering that a transition first 

deactivates its source state and then activates its transition state. This consideration maintains the 

order of output symbols. While in DFST, no more than one state is active at any given time, NFST 

supports concurrent active states. Thus, NFST can concurrently generate more than one output 

symbol. This calls for storing the traversal history to create the output stream based on the path 

that led to the match. Thus, NFST has significant storage and computational requirements to record 

the history and generate the output. In DFST, however, due to the unique traversal path per input 

sequence, each state can generate the output upon activation. For this reason, here, we target DFST 

 

Figure 19: DFST topology 
This DFST exchanges the first occurrence of “at” and “art”. Σ={a,r,t}∪{ε} and 
Γ={a,r,t}∪{ε}. Transitions are labels by their driving input symbols. States are labeled 
by their output symbol (shown under the states).  
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processing and optimization. We note that DFST does not support fine-grained parallelism by 

exploiting concurrent state processing. However, it enables coarse-grained parallelism inherent in 

processing multiple data streams or DFST concurrently.  

FST is formally defined using (Σ, Γ, Q, I, F, d) tuple, where Σ represent the input tape 

alphabet; Γ define the state output symbol alphabet; Q is a finite set of states; I is the starting state; 

F is a finite set of accepting states; d refers to the transition relation defined as 

d ⊆ Q × Σ × Γ × Q 

Note that since output tape is updated by Γ, Γ also represents the output tape alphabet. 

5.2 Generic Data Transformation Support  

While the DFST abstraction can support string to string transformations (Figure 19), it does 

not have the expressive power to support all transformation algorithms that are used in big data 

analytics systems. We consider Parquet [83] a popular data storage format and discuss examples 

of encoding algorithms that appear in it. For example, Run-length Encoding (RLE)  [85], a well-

known encoding scheme, is used in Parquet and performs by enumerating the repetition length 

(i.e., run length) of input symbols. This encoding will transform the input sequence of "aaaaabba" 

to "5a2b1a". To keep track of the repetition, we need memory to store a counter and the arithmetic 

addition operation to increment it. Run-length Decoding (RLD) is the corresponding decoding 

scheme that transfers "5a2b1a" back to "aaaaabba". RLD reads the length of the run and its 

associated symbol from the input stream and repeatedly outputs the symbol based on the length of 

the run. In this case, RLD should support the counter variable and the subtraction operation to 

decrement the counter. Besides, RLD should check the counter to identify the end of the repetition. 

This calls for supporting conditional operations. DFST functionality is based on conditional 

operations where input-driven transitions in the topology model the condition branches that rely 
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on the input symbol and the ε transitions model unconditional branches. To express RLD by the 

DFST, we also need transitions driven based on conditions that depend on the variables on 

memory. Note that in the presence of an upper bound on the repetition count, DFST can express 

RLD. However, our goal is to introduce a generic computational model capable of supporting 

various data transformation applications. Overall, to support data transformation applications used 

in big data analytics systems [35, 37, 86], we increase the expressive power of DFST by 

introducing an extended version of DFST called eDFST. 

eDFST extends the DFST model by an infinite memory tape to store variables. eDFST 

defines arithmetic and bitwise operations to update variables, in addition to comparison operations 

to evaluate transition conditions. 

Figure 18 illustrates our extension to the DFST model. We present the additional features 

in orange. In eDFST, a state is responsible for performing an action that updates the output or the 

memory tape. We illustrate the action of each state in a box under the state.  Moreover, in addition 

to input- and ε-driven transitions, we introduce transitions that rely on the value of the predicate, 

which is a variable with a binary value. The predicate is defined by evaluating a condition that 

relies on variables, and the source states of the predicate-driven transitions are responsible for the 

evaluation. In Figure 18, state 2 evaluates the M1 > 0 condition. If the condition is satisfied, the 

transition leading to state 3 is taken; otherwise, state 4 is activated. Therefore, the states with 

predicate-driven transitions perform an additional action to update the predicate. For illustration, 

we place each condition on the associated state in a dashed box. The state evaluates the condition 

after performing memory or output update action.  Figure 20 shows the eDFST for the RLD 

example. Recall that RLD repeatedly outputs the symbol and decrements the counter. State 1, 2, 

4, 5, and 6 update the counter (M0), and state 1, M1 is used to decrement the counter variable as a 
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negative constant to enable the subtraction operations by state 5 and 6. State 5 and 6 also evaluate 

the counter's condition and set the predicate to stop or continue printing the symbol. 

To formally define eDFST, we expand the definition of DFST. Tuple 

(Σ,Γ,Q,I,F,d,M,Z,P,O1,O2,S,D,W) defines the eDFST. The elements that extend the DFST 

definition are: (M) the finite set of variables on the memory tape; (Z) the memory tape alphabet; 

(P) the set of predicate values which is {0,1}; (O1) the set of arithmetic, bitwise and assignment 

operators on variables; (O2) the set of comparison operators for predicate update; (S) the state 

actions relation; (D) the variable update relation; (W) the predicate update relation. 

Recall each state updates either the memory or the output. Additionally, unlike DFST, the 

output tape alphabet includes both Γ and Z. The states with predicate-driven transitions perform 

an additional predicate update action. Thus, S ⊆	((Γ ∪ M) ∪ D) × W, where W (predicate update 

relation) is defined by W ⊆ (M × O2 × (Z∪M)) ∪ {}. Note {} accounts for the implicit evaluation 

of the input-driven transitions and lack of condition for ε -driven transitions. D (variable update 

 

Figure 20: eDFST presenting RLD 
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relation) includes arithmetic, bitwise and assignment operations and is defined as D ⊆ 

(M×(Z∪M)×O1×(Z∪M)) ∪ (M×(Z∪M)). 

Finally, d (transition relation) is d ⊆ Q × (Σ∪P) × S × Q. 

As an example, the (Σ,Γ,Q,I,F,d,M,Z,P,O1,O2,S,D,W) tuple for example of Figure 18 is 

({a,b,c}∪{ε}, {a,ε}, {0,1,2,3,4}, {0}, {3,4}, d, {M0 }, {0,4,8},{0,1},{+},{>},S, D , W). 

W ={(M0,>,0)}, D={(M0,4),(M0,+, M0, M0)}, S={(a, ), ((M0,4), ) , ...}, d={(0, b, (a, ), 0), 

(0, c, ((M0,4),  ), 1), …}. 

5.3 Finite State Transducer Hardware Support  

Data transformation is performed by traversing eDFST. Mapping eDFST onto different 

hardware platforms enables the acceleration of the traversal, thus, the data transformation. This 

process includes traversing the states and transitions, the building blocks of the eDFST topology. 

The properties of states and transitions can describe the topology. The transition properties include 

the source and destination state identifiers and the label. The state's properties include actions. A 

traversal function fetches the input stream and generates the output stream using the topology. A 

traversal stage refers to processing a single transition. At each stage, depending on the type of 

active state (input-, predicate- or ε-driven), the transition condition is evaluated, and the transition 

triggers subsequent state activation by executing the actions. We implement the traversal using a 

code-based execution model that embeds the topology within the traversal function. 

5.3.1 Code-based execution model 

The code-based execution model embeds the eDFST topology in the traversal code. To 

encode the state's properties, we use instructions that perform actions. These instructions support 

output writes and arithmetic, logical, and comparison operations to update the memory. Each state 
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is encoded by a basic block that contains the corresponding state actions followed by the outgoing 

transitions encoded by branches. The necessary instructions for encoding the actions are illustrated 

in Figure 21 (b). They include instructions used to perform the required updates to the output and 

the memory. Arithmetic, logical and, comparison operations on the memory, shown using register 

operands. Figure 21 (a) provides a simple example of a traversal function with integrated eDFST 

topology of Figure 18. The program counter is initialized to the address of state0 (STATE0). The 

address of the destination state is loaded to the program counter by executing the transitions. The 

             (a) 
STATE0: ST_OUT a Addr++ 
STATE0: Br if(input=b) STATE0 
STATE0: Br if(input=c) STATE1 
STATE1: 4 → M0 
STATE0: Br STATE2 
STATE2: M0+ M0→M0 
STATE0: (M0>0) → p 
STATE0: Br if(p=1) STATE3 
STATE0: Br if(p=0) STATE4 
STATE3: ST_OUT M0 Addr++ 
STATE0: Br STATE0 
STATE4: Br STATE2 

                 (c) 
TX(0

+
→0):[sig,0,in-driven,atc] 

TX0: a → OUTPUT 

TX(0
(
→1):[sig,1,in-driven,atc] 

TX0: 4 → M0 

TX(1
F
→2):[ sig,2,p-driven,atc] 

TX0: M0+M0→M0 
TX0: (M0>0) → p 

TX(2
!:H
>?3):[sig,3, ε -driven,atc] 

TX0: ST_OUT M0 

TX(2
!:I
>?4):[sig,4, ε -driven,atc] 

TX(3
F
→0):[sig,0,in-driven,atc] 

TX0: ST_OUT a 

TX(4
F
→0):[sig,0,in-driven,atc] 

TX0: ST_OUT a 

            (b) 
OPR= {+,-,<<,>>,&,|,^} 
COMP-OPR={>,<,\=,!} 
1) M0 OPR (M1|Imm) → M2 
2) M0 = (M1|Imm) 
3) M0 COMP-OPR (M1|Imm) → p 
4) ST-OUT (M1|Imm) Address 
5) ST-MEM M0  Address 
6) LD-MEM M0  Address 
 

                (d) 

hhh 

Figure 21: Code-based execution model schema. 
 (a) traversal code with integrated eDFST topology of Figure 18, (b) eDFST action 
instructions. OPR is a set of logic and arithmetic operators. COMP-OPR is a set of 
comparison operators. Instructions for writing the output and, reading and writing 
the memory are denoted by ST-OUT, LD-MEM and ST-MEM, respectively. (c) 
UDP traversal code with integrated eDFST topology of Figure 18, (d) UDP-friendly 
eDFST topology. 
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number of transitions, states, and their actions defines the size of eDFST. Increasing the eDFST 

size damages the performance by raising the code size and the number of branches, and therefore 

branch miss predictions.  

Unstructured Data Processor (UDP) enables an efficient branch and memory indirection 

support. UDP is programmable, and with a minor extension, the UDP ISA supports the required 

actions to encode eDFST. We use UDP to accelerate the code-based execution of eDFST traversal 

and showcase the merit of adopting eDFST abstraction to provide a high-level programming model 

for data transformation tasks on hardware platforms. 

Recall data transformation applications are branch- and memory-intensive and frequently 

expose data-parallelism. UPD improves the performance of branch- and memory-intensive 

computations by providing four essential architectural features, namely: multi-way dispatch, 

flexible-source dispatch, memory addressing flexibility, and variable-size symbols support. UDP 

further enhances target applications by enabling MIMD data-parallelism through 64 parallel lanes 

that can be independently programmed. The multi-way dispatch enhances the branch execution 

using an efficient technique to identify the branch offsets using only integer addition. This 

technique takes advantage of the data used to evaluate the branch condition as the dynamic offset. 

This data is either the input symbol fetched from the streaming buffer or the value of a conditional 

variable. Thus, all of the branches that rely on it are processed in a single dispatch. UDP uses the 

Efficient Coupled Linear Packing (EffCLiP) [87] algorithm to generate a compact code layout by 

interleaving different branch targets. To verify that the fetched code is valid, it includes a signature. 

Mapping eDFST onto UDP- The UDP's ISA contains instructions to encode the 

transitions and operations to support a broad set of computations. Therefore, we adopt UDP ISA 

to encode eDFST topology in the UDP lane program. UDP also supports transition types that allow 
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for basic functionality and optimization. The type of transitions includes the input and e driven 

transitions. UDP supports eDFST's predicate transition using a UDP transition that relies on the 

content of a 32-bit conditional variable stored in a designated UDP register. We call such 

transitions register transitions. While two transitions suffice based on the binary value of the 

predicate, the UDP's conditional register allows for processing up to 232 transitions in a single 

dispatch. Since UDP includes various transition types, the data used for the transition address 

computation come from different sources. For example, the addresses of an input and a register 

transition are computed by adding the identifier of the transition's destination state to the input 

symbol and the conditional register value, respectively. Each transition instruction should define 

the type of their destination state (input-, register- or epsilon driven) that will be processed in the 

next traversal stage and the identifier of its destination state. This allows the dispatcher to compute 

the correct address of the next transition. The transitions that lead to an e-driven state carry an 

attach field that specifies the dynamic offset of the epsilon transition. Figure 21(c) illustrates the 

UDP code of Figure 21(d). Overall, a transition instruction is represented by [validation signature 

(sig), destination ID, destination type, attach (atc)]. Overall, a transition instruction includes the 

validation signature (i.e., sig). The destination identifiers and the attach values are defined based 

on the EffClip algorithm. Since the UDP dispatch method accesses the transition instructions, the 

actions are performed by transitions instead of their destination states. Thus, to comply with the 

UDP design, eDFST is reformed to associate the actions of each state to the incoming transitions 

(Figure 21(b)). A code block encodes each transition with transition instruction followed by the 

associated actions (Figure 21(c)). Moreover, since each transition defines the type of the 

destination state, eDFST topology is restricted to use states with the same type of incoming and 

outgoing transitions. 
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We use the UDP ISA to encode the instructions that perform eDFST actions (Figure 21(d)). 

Each UDP lane is assigned a separate portion of local memory (shared between lanes if required). 

The program and the output, and the memory for UDP-friendly eDFST traversal are stored in the 

local memory. Thus, the output and memory updates are reflected on the local memory. Both 

memory and output addresses are offsets to the base address of the corresponding lane, and the 

output address is explicitly incremented. 

UDP ISA covers the arithmetic, logical, assignment, and comparison operations with 

variable operands except for shift operations. Additionally, instructions with a constant operand 

are limited to a constant value with up to 16 bits. Therefore, to support larger constant operands, 

we need to combine assign, shift, and bitwise-or instructions to cover larger constant values. 

Regarding the shift instructions, they are supported using two UDP instructions. The first 

instruction performs the shift using a 16-bit constant shift-length. The second instruction enables 

the shift operation using a 4-bit constant shift-length followed by a bitwise-and or bitwise-or 

operation on the shift's result and a 12-bit constant value.  Neither shift instructions allow for a 

variable shift-length, and the maximum size of their constant operand is 16 bits. Therefore, UDP 

ISA does not support eDFST actions that require shift with variable or larger constant shift-length. 

5.4 Optimizations 

In this section, we first analyze and extend a set of platform-independent optimization 

methods that target eDFST size reduction. Next, we present platform-specific optimizations based 

on UDP ISA to reduce the UDP code size.  Recall the eDFST size refers to the number of eDFST 

transitions, states, and their actions. Reducing the size of the eDFST enhances hardware mapping 

of eDFST by decreasing the size of the required memory and code that describe the topology in 

memory- and code-based execution models, respectively. To reduce the size of eDFST, we extend 
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existing optimizations schemes for FST, including e-removal and minimization  [25]. Moreover, 

given that eDFST states and transitions reflect the control flow graph used for standard compiler 

optimizations and that actions form basic blocks, we take advantage of traditional compiler 

optimization techniques to create further optimization opportunities. These optimizations include 

but are not limited to the memory to register promotion, constant folding, and propagation, 

redundancy elimination, etc. 

Note that the memory and conditional branches, included in eDFST to increase the 

expressive power for general data transformation support, expand the optimization scale that can 

be achieved by the platform-specific optimization techniques.  

5.4.1 e-Transition Removal  

Removing the e transitions reduce the eDFST size by reducing the number of states and 

transitions. To remove an e transition, we collapse the transition's source and destination states. In 

the basic DFST model, e-transition-removal calls for concatenating output symbols of the source 

and destination state of the e transition. In this case, the underlying hardware should support 

writing multiple output symbols at each stage. To remove an e transition in eDFST, we concatenate 

the state actions. Removing the e transitions (i.e., unconditional branches) decreases the eDFST 

size and facilitates the standard compiler optimization by simplifying the control flow. We collapse 

a sequence of e-driven states until the next input- or predicate-driven state in the path.  

On the other hand, it is not possible to remove all e transitions. Precisely, if the source and 

destination of the e transition have an action with a side-effect, we cannot collapse the source and 

destination states. For example, state 5 in the baseline eDFST model (Figure 22) increments M1 

while M1 is later used and stored in the output upon the state 6 activation. Therefore, we cannot 
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remove the e transition between state 5 and 4 in the baseline eDFST model. Likewise, state 3 

increments M0, which is later used in one of the transitions of state 4. However, the UDP-friendly 

eDFST does not face this problem because transitions execute the actions before activating the 

destination state.  Therefore, outgoing traversal paths from the destination state are invariant of the 

e transition actions. We remove the e transition by placing its associated actions at the end of action 

blocks associated with preceding transitions (i.e., incoming transitions to the source state). While 

the UDP-friendly model can remove all e transitions, removing e transitions with multiple 

preceding transitions is inefficient. The reason for this inefficiency is assigning e transition actions 

to all preceding transitions. For example, considering the e reduced UDP-friendly example in 

Figure 22, state 2 has two incoming transitions. Because the following e transition has two actions, 

if we remove the e transition, each of the incoming transitions (TX: 1 "
→2 and 1 +

→2) will have 3 

2actions, increasing the actions by 3. Note that since 0 "
→1 is the only incoming transition to state 

 
Figure 22: e-Transition Removal 

(top) e-transition removal in baseline eDFST, (bottom) e-transition removal in reformed UDP-
friendly eDFST 
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1, we can assign the actions of the transition to the transitions of state 1. However, because of the 

same reason above, this is inefficient. Keeping e transitions, however, imposes a memory and 

throughput tradeoff since it damages the performance by the presence of the unconditional 

branches. Finally, since UDP supports multiple actions per transition, it can benefit from this 

optimization.  

5.4.2 eDFST Minimization 

DFST minimization is the process of merging equivalent states. States are equivalent if any 

similar sequence of input symbols that follows them leads to the same output stream. DFST 

minimization algorithm [24] first executes a push pass that moves the output symbols away from 

the final states to facilitate identifying the equivalent states. Next, it adheres to the Deterministic 

Automata minimization scheme  [88] and merges the equivalent states. We extend the DFST 

minimization algorithm to account for eDFST properties. 

For this reason, the pushing procedure moves the actions away from the final states. While 

finding the equivalent DFST states is a straightforward process, based on a match between the 

input symbols and the output sequence, eDFST states should be compared based on the 

functionality of their action block. To identify the identical action blocks, we use common 

subexpression elimination [89] and value numbering  [90]. Before applying the minimization 

technique, we simplify the process by first removing the e transitions. 

Further, we take advantage of eDFST characteristics to enhance the identification and 

merger of equivalent states. eDFST supports wildcard transitions that match any input symbol. 

Wildcard transitions allow for combining all outgoing transitions into one transition. To 

incorporate these transitions, their destination states should be equivalent and therefore capable of 

the merger. It is common to find a state where each of the state's outgoing transitions triggers an 
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action with a constant operand similar to the transition label. Since eDFST supports variables, we 

can replace this constant with a variable that contains the input symbol. For example, in Figure 20, 

outgoing transitions of state 1 lead to states that print the same label as the associated transition. 

We can replace the action of state 1 and 2 with an action responsible for loading the input symbol 

into the variable. Thus, state 1 and 2 will have the same instruction and can be merged. UDP 

supports the wildcard transitions.  

5.4.3 Platform-dependent Optimizations 

By taking advantage of UDP ISA, we implement a peephole optimization on action basic 

blocks to reduce the UDP code size. Recall that the UDP ISA includes two instructions that 

combine shift operation with bitwise-and or bitwise-or operation. These instructions use a constant 

shift count and a constant or variable operand for the bitwise operations. The instruction that uses 

two variable operands for the bitwise operations needs to initialize a variable before the combined 

instruction. Therefore, we need two transitions to merge the shift and bitwise instructions, which 

do not reduce the code size. The combined instruction that uses a constant operand can be helpful 

in specific cases that are not common. For example, only one of the datasets we used for evaluation 

can take advantage of the combined instructions.  Moreover, in the presence of large constant 

values, constant folding and propagation might not be beneficial for UDP because of limited 

immediate sizes.  
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5.5 Experimental Evaluation 

5.5.1 Hardware Setup 

To model the performance of FST processing on UDP, we use a cycle-accurate UDP 

simulator, developed in C++, considering a 1Ghz UDP speed. We measure the throughput of the 

customized transformation implementation on the CPU, using a machine equipped with two cores 

Intel® Core (TM) Duo CPU @ 2.40GHz, running Ubuntu 18.04. 

 

Table 9: Dataset Characteristics 

DATASETS FST CHARACHTERISTICS OPTIMIZATION 

STATE# ACTION# LABLED 
TX# 

WILDCARD 
TX# 

CONDITIONAL 
TX # 

RLE/RLD ENCODE-
BASE 

257 
261632 65792 0 0 

 

ENCODE-
OPT 

3 9 0 2 2 

Changed topology+ 

Wildcard tx 

DECODE-
BASE 512 196863 65535 0 512 

 

DECODE-
OPT 

3 8 0 2 2 

eDFST minimization + 
Wildcard tx 

BITPACKING ENCODE-
BASE 4 3328 1024 0 0 

 

ENCODE-
OPT 4 13 0 4 0 

Wildcard tx  

DECODE-
BASE 1 2816 256 0 0 

 

DECODE-
OPT 

1 9 0 1 0 

Wildcard tx + UDP combined 
instr. 

GVE/GVD ENCODE-
BASE 20 22563 4096 0 8 

 

ENCODE-
OPT 

9 64 0 5 12 

eDFST minimization + 
Wildcard tx +code sharing + 
topology repetition 
elimination 

DECODE-
BASE 49 37904 10496 0 8 

 

DECODE-
OPT 

17 51 0 11 14 

eDFST minimization + 
Wildcard tx + topology 
repetition elimination 
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5.5.2 Datasets Characteristics 

We used data compression and encoding applications from Parquet. Parquet supports 

various hybrid encodings composed of multiple primitive encoding algorithms. We conduct our 

evaluations using 3 encoding and 3 decoding primitives. Our target transformation schemes are 

Bit-Packing Encoding and Decoding (BPE/BPD), Run-Length-Encoding and Decoding 

(RLE/RLD) and, Group-Variant-Encoding and Decoding (GVE/GVD). For each task, the 

characteristics of the basic and optimized eDFST are tabulated in columns 3-7 Table 7 for each of 

the transformation schemes. Column 8 lists the optimization schemes used for each transformation 

task. We simulate the eDFST traversal using the input streams generated by a trace generator [91] 

with a 90 percent probability of moving deeper into the NFA structure. Since this trace generator 

uses the automata abstraction to create the input stream, we use the corresponding automata of 

each eDFST. 

5.5.3 Methodology and Results  

We evaluate our experiments based on the data transformations throughput (i.e., the rate of 

processing input symbols) and the UDP code size.  Specifically, we compare the performance of 

customized data transformation implementation using an x86 CPU core with the performance of 

the eDFST processing using one UDP Lane. Next, we apply a series of optimizations to basic 

eDFSTs and evaluate the effect of the optimizations on both traversal throughput and UDP code 

size.  

Figure 23 shows the data transformation throughput of 1 CPU thread, using the customized 

implementation from the Parquet C++ library and 1 UDP lane. We reported UDP throughput using 

the basic eDFST design. The numbers on the UDP bars present the UDP speedup. Note that by 
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taking advantage of the 64 UDP parallel lane, we can increase this speedup. We achieve up to 3.7x 

speedup over the custom CPU implementation using 1 UDP lane.  

Figure 24 illustrates the reduction in UDP code size through the optimization techniques. 

The numbers above the baseline bars show the degree of code size reduction for each dataset. For 

some of these datasets (GVE and GVD), the basic implementation does not fit the memory. 

Therefore, we estimate the UDP code size based on the transition and actions number. Table 7 

presents the details of the transition number and types and the number of actions for each dataset. 

 
Figure 24: UDP code size (basic vs optimized) 

 

 
Figure 23: Data transformation throughput 
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Recall that each transition or action is encoded as a 32-bit instruction. We note that since UDP 

supports multiple actions per transition, the baseline eDFST has already undergone the e transition 

removal to decrease the code size and enhance the traversal throughput. Some of the optimizations, 

such as using the wildcard transition instead of a transition for all symbols in the input alphabet, 

do not change the throughput since the number of transitions and actions executed during the 

traversal does not change. We use those optimizations to reduce the size of the baseline UDP code, 

to compare the throughput of the basic and optimized implantation.  

While the optimizations enable up to 636x smaller UDP code sizes, we did not get any 

significant throughput improvement mainly because most optimizations do not change the 

throughput. However, in BPE, we could merge the shift and bitwise or instructions based on the 

UDP ISA that enables a 1.1x performance enhancement. Here are some details about the 

optimizations applied to each dataset. 

Run-Length-Encoding/Decoding (RLE/RLD) – For RLE optimization, we take 

advantage of variables and conditional transitions included in eDFST and implement the encoding 

with a different design. This design has a smaller size, but because of using conditional transitions, 

the throughput is negatively impacted.   

Group-Variant-Encoding/Decoding – GVE and GVD result in very large UDP codes 

that do not fit the device. Therefore, for baseline, we used an already optimized code that takes 

advantage of wildcard transition. For optimizations, we take advantage of the conditional 

transitions. We observed a repetitive pattern in the topology of GVE and GVD; using the 

conditional transitions, we created a loop and removed the repeated topology. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Summary 

6.1 Summary of the work 

To summarize, by comparing GPU and FPGA for FST processing we conclude that large 

datasets with more than 100-200 thousand states must be partitioned in order to be deployed on 

GPUs and FPGAs. While for GPUs, partitioning is required only to effectively use the GPU 

resources (e.g., on-chip memory), FPGAs require splitting large NFAs onto multiple devices. On 

these large datasets, GPUs underperform FPGAs by a factor ~80-1000x across datasets. GPUs in 

general deliver low performance on a single input stream, but their cumulative throughput scales 

up to thousands of input streams. GPUs offer the advantage of limited preprocessing time (up to a 

few minutes on million-state NFAs), while FPGAs can take several hours to preprocess the same 

datasets. 

For addressing the memory bottleneck in FSA processing, we propose a memory-efficient 

engine for matching patterns represented through fixed-topology NFAs. Our design embeds the 

automata topology in code and stores only the transition symbols and the input streams in memory 

and is suitable for deployment on SIMD architectures. We then automate the deployment by a 

compiler which performs platform-agnostic and platform-specific optimizations. We have 

showcased our compiler framework on GPUs and Intel SIMD devices. On GPUs, SIMD_NFA 

benefits more on older architectures. On Intel platforms, SIMD_NFA surpasses the baseline 

implementation across all datasets. We found that SIMD_NFA performs better on GPU than on 
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Intel platforms with small datasets, and that Intel platforms yield higher throughputs than GPUs 

with large datasets. Finally, we showed that SIMD_NFA is more power efficient on GPUs and 

more energy-efficient on Intel platforms compared to the baseline implementations. We have also 

explored the FPGA deployment of SIMD_NFA. After having verified that the naïve porting of its 

OpenCL code using the Intel OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchain leads to implementations that do not 

even fit a reasonably equipped FPGA board, we have proposed optimizations at the level of the 

OpenCL code to effectively retarget the code to FPGA. Our results show that our proposed 

techniques, along with best-practice optimization mechanisms, lead to significant improvements 

in terms of throughput and resource utilization. Some of the proposed techniques (i.e., control-

flow insertion and changes to the memory layout) can be generalized to other applications. 

With respect to the FST processing acceleration, we explore the UDP capabilities for 

implementing this computation abstraction and implement encoding and compression datasets 

used in popular storage formats, namely Apache Parquet and Google Buffer Protocol. We gain up 

to 3.7X throughput efficiency over CPU implementation of these data transformation tasks. We 

additionally propose and test FST-specific and UDP-level optimizations in order to reduce the 

UDP code size and enhance the throughput. We achieve 256X to 25186X code size reductions 

among all the datasets, however, these optimizations only enhance the throughput for one of our 

experiments, due to the added complexity to the FST structure in order to gain better code size.   

6.2 Future research direction 

One of the main goals is supporting large-scale applications. For this purpose, we rely on 

both hardware- and software-based optimization techniques. Software-based methods will be 

integrated into the compilation tool. One of the sources of inefficiencies in processing at scale is 

the imbalance of load among parallel resources that not only underutilizes the target hardware 
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resources but also decreases the parallelization opportunities. To address this, we can either split 

the computational model’s code (e.g., FST) or the input data, using the insights from the NFA 

partitioning scheme. Due to the fundamental similarities between FSA, FST and graphs, we can 

customize that partitioning scheme to the target computational model such as FST. Additionally, 

a runtime system is required to optimally handle splitting and moving pieces of input and programs 

within the parallel resources or in and out of the memory on the fly. And as a hardware-based 

solution to enhance the large-scale application support, we can take advantage of near and in 

memory processing to completely remove the memory access overhead. 
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